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ABSTRACT

Over the past two decades, researchers have proposed a variety of circuits to

i plement Multiple- Valued Logic (MVL). These circuits were normally verified with

PICE or similar circuit simulators. This kind of simulator provides an accurate

esult but is very time consuming.
This thesis presents a VHDL package and cell library for high-level simulation

multiple-valued Current-Mode CMOS Logic (CMCL) design. Structural descrip
t ·ons of a multiple-valued CMCL design based on this VHDL package and cell library
re synthesizable by using binary logic synthesizers. Logic levels in a multiple-valued
MCL system are represented in terms of current values. Conventional binary logic
ates are also used inside the circuits to generate control signals for switches or out

ide the circuits to interface with binary logic circuits. Therefore, a VHDL package
r multiple-valued CMCL must have the ability to handle both MVL current signals
nd binary voltage signals.

An approach to estimate transistor sizes of CMCL building elements was also

eveloped so as to reduce short-channel effects. Some of the conventional multiple
alued CMCL operators were revised and verified with HSPICE simulation by using
orthern Telecom 0.811 BiCMOS parameters. As well, sequential CMCL circuits such
s current multiplexer, quantizer, and quaternary latch were examined. By using
t e sequential CMCL circuits and the concept of Dynamic Current Mirror (DCAf) a

uaternary CMCL counter cell was designed.
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1. Introduction

Multiple-Valued Logic (MVL) originated from doubt about the so-called Law of
e Excluded Middle (PVI'VP) by Greek philosophers in antiquity. However, this topic
ad been only within the scope of philosophy [1, 2] until early on in the twentieth

c ntury when mathematicians began devising multiple-valued algebras.
Unlike the classical binary logic, MVL allows more than two values to exist in a

gic system. Aside from the philosophical meaning of these logic values, an immediate

enefit from a MVL design is the improvement of overall information efficiency. Each

s gnal in a r-valued system can carry log2 r times the information available in a

inary signal. For a r-valued n-variable function, f(xo, XI,' ", Xn-l), where Xi E R =

ere are rrn different possible combinations. It has been believed that MVL is ad

v ntageous in arithmetic processing and pin-limited integrated circuit (IC) designs
b reducing the number of interconnections for implementing a logical function. Con

s dering the future trend of digital design that will be more and more using micro

p ocessors [3], memories [4], and programmable logic [5], there is substantial room

f r MVL circuits to compete with binary circuits.

In this chapter the fundamental knowledge of MVL design is introduced with

e phasis on multiple-valued algebra and different approaches to realizeMVL circuits,
f llowed by research motivations and objectives as well as a thesis outline.

1



.1 Multiple-Valued Algebra
The multiple-valued algebra was developed independently by J. Lukasiewicz [6]

nd E. Post [7] in the 1920's. As Post was not led by any philosophical motivations,
e developed the first functionally complete r-valued algebra. However, the usage of

ultiple-valued algebra to circuit design emerged just two decades ago. The reason is

t at neither the original definition of Post algebra nor the modified definitions [8, 9]
re implementation-oriented. In order to put MVL into practical use, several imple
entation-oriented algebras have been formulated, such as the algebra of Vranesic

t al. [10], and the algebra of Allen and Givone [11]. The implementation-oriented

ultiple-valued algebras have similar definitions as that of Boolean algebra. An

xample of these kinds of multiple-valued algebras is given in Definition 1.3. The

in and max operations necessary to define a multiple-valued algebra are given in

efinitions 1.1 and 1.2.

2

efinition 1.1 A min operation, denoted as ., is defined as [11]:

Xo· Xl • .•• • Xn-l = min(xo, Xl,' .. ,xn-I) (1.1 )

here Xi E R = {O, 1,2"" ,r -1}.

efinition 1.2 A max operation, denoted as +, is defined as [11]:

Xo + Xl + ... + Xn-l = max(xo,XI,"', Xn-l) (1.2)

here Xi E R = {O, 1,2, ... , r
- 1}.
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efinition 1.3 Let R be a set on which are defined two binary operations + and .,

nary operations Do, Db···, Dn-1, and 0,1,···, r - 1 distinct elements! of R. Then

M = (R; +,., Do, Db ... , Dn-1, 0,1, ... , r
- 1) (1.3)

called a multiple-valued algebra. The following axioms must hold for any x, y, z E R:

idempotent x+x=x x.x = x

commutative x+y=y+x x·y=y·x

associative (x + y) + z = x + (y + z) (x. y) • z = x • (y • z)
absorption x+(x.y)=x x.(x+y)=x
distributive x+y.z=(x+y).(x+z) x • (y + z) = x • y + x. z

null element x+O=x x.O = 0

universal element x + (r - 1) = r x.(r-1)=x

It can be seen from Definition 1.3 that a multiple-valued algebra is a general case

o Boolean algebra when r is 2. However, multiple unary operations Do, Db· .. ,Dn-1
a e usually defined in a multiple-valued algebra. There are r" possible definitions for

nary operations in theory. For example, an unary operator on a variable x, called

I teral, is defined in a r-valued algebra as Definition 1.4. The literal operator is similar

the unary operator, not, in Boolean algebra.

efinition 1.4 A literal of x, denoted as k[ a{X}bj, is defined as [12j:

{ k when a < x < b
k[a{X}bj =

- -

o otherwise
(1.4)

here a,b,k,x E R = {0,1,· .. ,r -I} and a � b.

10,1, ... , r
- 1 are also known as nullary operations, namely, constants.
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When the output of the literal, k, is r - 1 the literal operation is known as the

indow literal operation. The definition of complement of literal is given in Defini-

efinition 1.5 A complement of literal of x, denoted as k[a{X}b], is defined as [12]:

- {k when x < a or x > b
k[ a{X}b] =

° otherwise
(1.5)

here a, b, k, x E R = {O, 1,··· ,r - I} and a � b.

In order to simplify the design task and to take advantage of the Ie fabrication

p ocess, some other operators like nand, nor, xor and xnor were developed and used in

b nary logic designs even though not, and and or operators are functionally complete.
VL design also needs extra operators for the same reason. Some additional operators

a e tsum, modsum, cycle and complement of cycle [13]. Their definitions are given in

efinitions 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, and 1.9.

efinition 1.6 A tsum (truncated sum) operator, denoted as I±I, is defined as [12]:

min(Xl + X2 + ... + Xn, r - 1) (1.6)

here Xi E R = {O, 1,···, r - I}.

efinition 1.7 A modsum (modulus sum) operator, denoted as 0 ,is defined as [14]:

(Xl + X2 + ... + xn) mod r (1. 7)

here Xi E R = {O, 1, ... , r
- I}.
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efinition 1.8 A clockwise cycle operator, denoted as x�, is defined as [10]:

m

x-+ = (x + m) mod r (1.8)

here m,x E R= {O,I,···,r-l}.

efinition 1.9 A counter-clockwise cycle operator, denoted as x�, is defined as [10]:

m

xi- = (x - m) mod r (1.9)

here m, x E R = {O, 1,···, r -I}.

omparing Definition 1.8 and Definition 1.9, it can be found that x� = /=.m because

- m) mod r = (x - m + r) mod r.

Although other MVL operators have been also proposed in the past, only the

bove operators will be used in this thesis. This set of operators is functionally
c mplete .

. 2 Circuit Realizations of Multiple-Valued Logic
Based upon the multiple-valued algebra defined in the previous section, different

c rcuit implementations have been described in the past. The first approach to re

ization of MVL operators was using integrated injection logic (12L) circuits [15].
his technology lead to a commercial multiple-valued IC. Unfortunately, the lack of

ceptance of binary 12L directly caused the failure of multiple-valued 12L design [16].
owadays, multiple-valued circuits designers generally agree that current-mode logic,
particular, that which uses CMOS or BiCMOS technologies, is the most appropri
e one for multiple-valued circuits [17].
Voltage-mode logic is not chosen as the potential candidate because it limits the

a ailable radix. Voltage-mode logic will be increasingly difficult to fabricate due to

evice tolerances and noise margins at low voltages as the radix increases. Despite
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is, an interesting possible exception is the applications of the neuron MOS (vMOS)
t ansistor [18, 19]. With the exception of vMOS, current-mode CMOS logic (CMCL)
o current-mode BiCMOS logic will be the mainstream of MVL design since its range

less limited by the combination of device and supply properties [17].
In either CMCL or current-mode BiCMOS logic, two adjacent logic levels are

n rmally different by 10pA or 20pA, defined as the base current 10• For example, if

t e base current is 20pA, then logic 1 is represented by 20pA(Io), logic 2 is represented

40pA(2Io), and so on. For higher radix (r 2:: 4) MVL circuits, 10pA is usually used

a base current [20], but considering signal tolerance, it is preferable to use 20pA as

e base current for ternary or quaternary logic.
In addition, theoretical analysis [21, 22] indicates that the ideal radix is the Eu

I r constant, e � 2.718. Higher radix MVL circuits are not necessarily better than

t rnary (r = 3) or quaternary logic (r = 4). Comparing ternary logic with quaternary

I gic, quaternary logic is advantageous in interfacing with binary logic because 4 is

p wer of 2 and is more accepted, although ternary logic is closer to Euler constant.

his thesis focusses on quaternary logic with the base current 10 equal to 20pA.

1.3 Research Motivation

In the past three decades technology feature size has decreased from 50pm in 1960

submicron in 1990. Scaling of technologies decreases the channel length and the

p esent technologies include the short channel effect [16]. It is pointed out by Ya

akawa [23] that the short channel effect causes the threshold detection error and that

e threshold detecting error increases with decreasing channel length. The circuits

d signed with 3pm or larger technologies do not guarantee correctness of function

hen scaled down to submicron or deep-submicron technologies. This phenomenon is

ore serious in CMCL circuits. Modification to the existing multiple-valued CMCL

circuits is therefore inevitable when modern technologies are adopted. To this end it

is necessary to further validate the basic MVL building elements.



On the other hand, due to the exponential growth of IC complexity as a function

f time, known as Moore's Law, high-level design and synthesis dominate design

ethodology in the binary world. There are numerous commercial synthesizers for

t is purpose. However, minimization and synthesis of MVL design is still under

evelopment and research. It is very interesting to study the possibilities to expand
t e ability of existing binary logic synthesizers to do MVL synthesis .

As multiple-valued CMCL circuits are more analog than digital, MVL designers
re forced to use circuit-level simulators such as SPICE-like simulators to do sim

lations. A major inconvenience of SPICE-like simulators is that simulation time

i creases with the square of circuit complexity [24]. The currently available switch

I vel or gate-level simulators developed for binary logic are not applicable to CMCL

esign. MVL designers wish to have such higher level simulators to reduce simulation

7

. 4 Research Objectives
The objectives of the research work in this thesis are:

• To verify the conventional multiple-valued CMCL circuits with submicron tech

nologies.

• To develop a systematic approach for estimating transistor size of CMCL build

ing elements when using a new technology .

• To explore new multiple-valued CMCL sequential circuits.

• To create a cell library for high-level simulation of multiple-valued CMCL de

signs so as to shorten the simulation cycle.

• To investigate the possibility of using commercially available binary logic syn

thesizers for MVL synthesis.



.5 Outline of Thesis

Chapter 2 gives the background material of CMCL elements which include current

s urce, current sink, current mirror, threshold, and sum. These CMCL elements have

een used to build MVL operators. They have been fabricated, and tested with 3J.lm
r larger technologies. The applicability of these elements to submicron technologies
discussed.

Chapter 3 covers the circuit implementation of multiple-valued CMCL operators

sing a O.8J.lm BiCMOS technology. The conventional operators including min, tsum,
lockwise cycle, counter-clockwise cycle, literal, and complement of literal are modified
d verified with HSPICE2 simulation.

Chapter 4 addresses some issues of multiple-valued sequential CMCL circuit de

s gn. A quaternary CMCL counter is presented in this chapter.

Chapters 5 to 7 concentrate on development of a VHDL cell library and simulation

o multiple-valuedCMCL design. VHDL provides users with the ability to design their
o n value systems and bus resolution functions. However, the initiative of VHDL

for voltage-mode binary logic. A new value system and bus resolution function

f r multiple-valued CMCL circuits is developed in Chapter 5. By using the new

v lue system and bus resolution function with special VHDL modelling, simulation

o multiple-valued CMCL circuits is attained.

Chapter 8 discusses the results of exploration of MVL synthesis with existing
b nary logic synthesizers.

Thesis conclusions and potential future research work are given in Chapter 9.

8
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2. Basic Circuit Elements

The basic current-mode building elements for analog VLSI, including constants,

c rrent mirrors, thresholds, switches, and sum [25, 26, 27], have been successfully
a plied to current-mode MVL operators in the past using 3JLm or 5JLm technolo-

It is known that the short channel effects of a MOS transistor diminishes as the

si e of the transistor increases. However, large transistors usually suggest long delay
ti e and time delay of multiple-valued CMCL circuits is one of the major problems
c mpared to binary circuits [16, 17]. There are two possible ways to improve the

seed. One is to use a BiCMOS process [28]; the other is to down size the elements.

he latter is desirable as it is the ultimate solution. Unfortunately, when the channel

I ngth goes into the range less than 3JLm these elements do not behave ideally as

is expected by the Schichman-Hodges model [29] (SPICE level 1 MOSFET model)
hich results in many mismatching problems [27]. For example, doubling the width

o a current source does not result in double output current and the slope of output

c rrent versus width of a MOS transistor is not linear. This chapter describes these

p oblems and proposes some possible solutions.

2.1 Current Mirror

The operation of current mirror is defined as

(2.1)

were y is the output, x is the input which belongs to R = {O, 1,···, r - I} for

a r-valued logic, and ai is the multiplication factor. The current mirror generates
9



a "mirrored" input current at the output end. A general form of a simple current

irror is shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1(a) is a P-type current mirror (PCM) and
F gure 2.1(b) is a simple N-type current mirror (NCM). The PCM and the NCM

h ve similar structure except that the PCM is made of PMOS transistors and source

t rminals are connected to VDD while the NCM is made of NMOS transistors and

s urce terminals are connected to ground.
Two primary factors of a current mirror are the minimum input voltage, Vmin,

a d the output resistance, Rout [25]. It is desirable to have small Vmin and large Rout.

owever, Vmin is limited by transistor's threshold voltage, Vth, and Rout is not infinite.

10

VDD

x
-

YI
-

... -1
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-
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(b)

Figure 2.1 Current mirror. (a) N-type current mirror.

(b) P-type current mirror.
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s seen from Eq. 2.2 [30, 31]

(2.2)

here LeiI is the effective channel length, WeiI is the effective channel width, and JL

i the surface mobility. IDS is not just a function of Vas or VDS as described by the

S hichman-Hodges model. Therefore, the simple current mirror shown in Figure 2.1 is

v ry sensitive to the output voltage when the channel length is small. For a submicron

p ocess second-order factors further cause so-called mismatch problems [27]. The

ismatch problems have been addressed by many researchers. One of the solutions

this problem is to use an active current mirror [32,33,34]. However using an active

c rrent mirror will significantly increase the size of circuits. It is preferably to solve

e problem by using other types of current mirrors, such as cascode current mirror

a d Wilson current mirror, instead of the simple current mirror to achieve acceptable

p rformance. The performance of these current mirrors were analyzed and compared

Geiger et al. [26].
Figure 2.2 is a general form of the N-type cascode current mirror. In order to

c mpare the cascode current mirror and the simple current mirror, their characteristic

c rves were obtained by HSPICE simulations [24]. Referring to Figure 2.3, the upper

o e is the characteristic curve of the N-type simple current mirror with W:L = 2.5JLm:

25JLm and the lower one is the characteristic curve of the N-type cascode current

irror with W:L = 3.0JLm: 0.8JLm. These characteristic curves show that the N-type
c scode current mirror is flatter than the N-type simple current mirror, indicating an

crease in Rout of N-type cascode current mirror.

This improvement does not sacrifice the total size although the transistor counts

a e doubled. An N-type cascode current mirror with size of 3.0JLmxO.8JLmx4 =

9 6JLm2 provides equal or even better performance than a simple N-type current mirror

ith size of 2.5JLmx2.5JLmx2 = 12.5JLm2• Ideally the minimum channel width, l.4JLm,



f r the Nortel O.8Jlm BiCMOS process could be used to obtain an N-type cascode

c rrent mirror as small as 1.4JlmxO.8Jlmx4 = 4.48Jlm2• When used as a multiple
v lued CMCL element, this size of N-type cascode current mirror has too large a

r sistance to couple with other elements.

There still exists a potential mismatching problem between an N-type cascode

c rrent mirror and a P-type cascode current mirror. The top figure in Figure 2.4

a HSPICE simulation of aN-type cascode current mirror with W = 3.0Jlm and

= O.8Jlm driven by a P-type cascode current mirror with W varying from 1.5Jlm

6.0Jlm. W = 1.5Jlm is the lower curve in the group and W = 6.0Jlm is the

u per curve in the group. The current from the N-type cascode current mirror to

t e P-type cascode current mirror is not linear with the input current to the N-type
c scode current mirror. The situation is improved by increasing the width of the

-type cascode current mirror. The bottom figure in Figure 2.4 illustrates a similar

p enomenon when a P-type cascode current mirror with W = 5.0Jlm and L = O.8JlID

12

tx t Yl t Yn

r;
... � Tn Yl

-

X
�

Yn
-

r;
... � t;

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2 N-type cascode current mirror. (a) Circuit real
ization (b) Symbol.
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is driven by aN-type cascode current mirror with W varying within the same range

a above. Both simulations show that the N-type cascode current mirror and the

P type cascode current mirror do not match each other well. Optimal W:L ratios are

3.0Jlm:O.8Jlm for aN-type cascode current mirror and a 5.0Jlm:O.8Jlm for a P-type

15

c scode current mirror.

2.2 Constant

The constant element, which has been known as a current source in current-mode

a alog circuits, has several different designs [26,25]. The simplest one is a single MOS

t ansistor as shown in Figure 2.5. The N-type current source is also called current

s nk. The operation of the constant is defined in Eq, 2.3

y=k (2.3)

ere y is the output and k E R = {O, 1"", r - I} for a r-valued logic.
The two reference voltages, Nref and Pref, are dependent on the W:L ratio and

a e specific to different technologies. They can be determined by hand calculation, or

alternatively a good way to obtain the reference voltages is through SPICE simulation.

A most of the SPICE parameters are related to a fabrication process, only three of

t em are adjustable for a MOS transistor: gate voltage Vas, channel width W, and

VDD

N� p�
�k

-

-

(a) (b)

Figure 2.5 Constant. (a) current sink. (b) current source.
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They are further limited by supply voltage VDD and the range of

o erating current.

In the past, Nre! and Pre! were obtained by simply setting Wand L to the

inimum channel width Wmin and the minimum length Lmin allowed for a technology,
a d measuring the gate voltage when IDS is equal to the base current 10• This W:L

r tio is based upon an assumption that the constant elements are always working in

e saturation region. This assumption is groundless when short channel effects exist.

a real design it is necessary to adjust the W:L ratio so as to guarantee that the

c nstant elements for the W:L operates in the saturation region.
It should be noted that for the Nortel 0.81lm BiCMOS technology, the minimum

cannel length of a transistor to avoid short channel effects is between 0.51lm and

30llm (Calculated as discussed in Laker and Sansen [27] and Tsividis [30]. It is

d sirable (in terms of circuit area) to determine if these transistor lengths can be

u ed successfully to implement multiple-valued CMCL circuits. A simple approach
obtain an estimation is proposed as follows.

For a r-valued system, if the total W:L ratio of a N-type current mirror is ap

p oximately Wncm :Lncm the channel length [sink of a current sink is obtained with the

inimum channel width Wmin when rlo/2 current can be sunk, i.e.,

[ rWmin
sink :

2
= Lncm : Wncm (2.4)

earranging Eq. 2.4 yields Eq. 2.5

[ rWmin
sink =

2
.

-w:-n-cm- (2.5)

. 2.5 is an approximation equation for obtaining the channel length of the N-type
c nstant. For a 4-valued CMCL system, if the Wncm:Lncm of aN-type cascode current
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irror is 3.0JLm : (O.8JLmx2) and Wmin is l.4JLm, then lsink is about

4 x 1.4 1.6
lsink =

2
.

3
� 1.5JLm (2.6)

should be noted this equation is obtained from a fixed Wncm:Lncm. It is also possible
fix the lsink and change the Wncm:Lncm. However, if Lncm is fixed the larger the

ncm is the smaller the lsink is, and vice versa. There is trade-off between the sizes

o the current mirror and the constant.

The channel length lsource of a P-type current source can be estimated in a similar

ay, I.e.,

1 rWmin
.
Lpcm

source
--

2 w..pcm
(2.7)

Based upon the above considerations, Nre! and Pre! can then be determined by

seeping the gate voltage under different output voltage conditions. Table 2.1 and

ble 2.2 list Nre! and Pre! obtained for different channel length and channel width

u ing Nortel O.8JLm BiCMOS process. It can be found from the tables that the

r ference voltages are varied with output load rather than fixed values. Choosing the

v lue when output voltage is 2.5V is reasonable because the node voltage is usually
2 5V. For example, Nre! = 1.381 V and Pre! = 2.982 V for L = 2JLm.

It can be seen from the tables that doubling the width of constant elements does

n t give doubled output current for the same reference voltage. Therefore, a layout
t chnique used for current mirrors and current sources, splitting a wider transistor into

s veral small transistors, must be also used in simulation so as to get more accurate

r sult [25]. For example, for a fixed Pre! if the W:L ratio that can source 20JLA
is 2.8JLm: 2.0JLm, then it is preferable to use two such current sources connected in

rallel to source 40JLA rather than a single current source with W:L = 5.6JLm:2.0JLm.
It should be noted that constant elements can be also implemented in many other

w ys [25, 26]. For example, a current mirror is thus a constant element once its input
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Table 2.1 Nre! and Pre! for channel length 1= 2.0J.Lffi.

Nre! Pre!
Vout W = 1.4J.Lffi W = 2.8J.Lffi W = 1.4J.Lffi W = 2.8J.Lffi

10J.LA 20J.LA 10J.LA 20J.LA
0.0 n/a n/a 2.990209 3.052151
0.5 1.475712 1.429338 2.975654 3.038178
1.0 1.463251 1.416978 2.961045 3.024170
1.5 1.451412 1.405131 2.946401 3.010112
2.0 1.439573 1.393288 2.931709 2.996030
2.5 1.427719 1.381450 2.916979 2.981900
3.0 1.415870 1.369611 2.902203 2.967734
3.5 1.404026 1.357757 2.887387 2.953532
4.0 1.392185 1.345908 2.871119 2.939310
4.5 1.380349 1.334063 2.422272 2.557165
5.0 1.368499 1.322223 n/a n/a

Table 2.2 Nre! and Pre! for channel length I = 3.0J.Lffi.

Nre! Pre!
Vout W = l.4J.Lffi W = 2.8J.Lffi W = 1.4J.Lffi W = 2.8J.Lffi

10J.LA 20J.LA 10J.LA 20J.LA
0.0 n/a n/a 2.615175 2.693868
0.5 1.671137 1.618522 2.607931 2.687014
1.0 1.640602 1.589519 2.600673 2.680143
1.5 1.637349 1.586262 2.593408 2.673271
2.0 1.634100 1.583018 2.586127 2.666380
2.5 1.630863 1.579782 2.578828 2.659473
3.0 1.627611 1.576525 2.571520 2.652562
3.5 1.624362 1.573279 2.564200 2.645636
4.0 1.621124 1.570045 2.493735 2.595037
4.5 1.617874 1.566787 1.529222 1.759811
5.0 1.614624 1.563541 n/a n/a
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fixed .

. 3 Threshold

The threshold element is used to detect a specified current level and generate
a binary signal, high or low, to indicate the result. The operation for an N-type
t reshold is defined in Eq. 2.8.

y(x,k) = { binary high if x � k

binary low otherwise.
(2.8)

S milarly, the operation for P-type threshold is defined in Eq. 2.9.

{binary low if x � k
y(x, k) =

binary high otherwise.
(2.9)

B r multiple-valued CMCL circuits threshold elements can be constructed similar to

t e constant elements as shown in Figure 2.5. By doing so, just two reference voltages
a e needed. Figure 2.6 is the threshold circuit designs following the simplest constant

circuit. Unlike the constant elements thresholds are used to source or sink (x + 0.5)10
c rrent where x E {O, 1"" ,r - I}. For a 4-valued logic, the threshold circuit must

tx VDD

y P'4tk

N� tk
y

- tx
-

(a) (b)

Figure 2.6 Threshold. (a) N-type threshold. (b) P-type
threshold.
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b able to detect at least from 0.510 to 3.510. Therefore, in order to use the same

rei and Prel Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.7 must be multiplied by 2. Thus,

Lncm
lsink = rWmin·-w.ncm

(2.10)

Lncm
lsource = rWmin·-w.ncm

(2.11)

hus lsink is approximately 3.011m for the same example in the previous section while

I ource is approximately 2.0I1m. According to Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 Nrel = 1.580 V

f r L = 311m and Prel = 2.982 V for L = 211m.
It should be noted that, like constant elements, threshold elements can be also

plemented in others way, i.e., by using current mirrors .

.4 Switch

The operation of switch is defined in Eq. 2.12.

if switch is on

(2.12)
otherwise

here y is the output and x is the input. The simplest switch is a pass transistor,
s own in Figure 2.7. Figure 2.7(a) is the N-type switch and Figure 2.7(b) is the P-type
sitch [26]. It will be desirable to have the resistance Ron as small as possible and

e resistance Roll as large as possible. For the N-type switch, Rallis ideally infinite

if VGS is less than VT and the transistor is in the cutoff region. When the switch is

rned on the transistor is assumed in the ohmic region because the voltage across

e switch should be small and VGS should be large. Ron could be roughly expressed

Eq. 2.13 from the SPICE level 1 IDS equation at the cutoff region.

Ron =
aVDS

= __!:__ . 1.
aID I<'W (VGS - VT - VVS) (2.13)



2.5 Sum

The operation of sum is defined in Eq. 2.14

21

his equation shows that if Vas = VDD, W should be large and L should be small.

y = Xo + Xl + ... + Xn-l (2.14)

here y is the output and xo, Xl, ••. , Xn-l are inputs. This function can be attained by
si ply connecting inputs Xo, XI, •.. ,Xn-l together according to Kirchhoff's Current

L w (KCL) as shown in Figure 2.8a. Strictly speaking the sum is not an element. But

it should be noted that y, Xo,Xl,' ", Xn-l could be greater than r - 1 for a r-valued

I gic. The total current must be below the allowable maximum current so as to keep
si nal integrity. This can be accomplished, if necessary, using a tsum operator.

2.6 Summary
Since the short channel effects become important with transistor size scaling,

t e conventional CMCL building elements do not function as expected using the

S hichman-Hodges model when the channel length is less than 3Jlm. Therefore, when

u ing these building elements on multiple-valued CMCL circuits, it is important to

s lect proper W:L ratios and Nre! and Pre! for different technologies. A simple

(a) (b)

Figure 2.7 Switch. (a) N-type switch. (b) P-type switch.
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d cision flow was developed as follows .

• Select proper type and size of the current mirrors, in which cascode current

mirror is recommended .

• Determine the size of N-type current mirrors and P-type current mirrors and

see if they can match with each other.

• Obtain Nre! and Pre! of the constant elements (current source and current sink)
with HSPICE simulation. The channel length can be estimated by Eqs, 2.10
and 2.11.

• Check if the current source and current sink match with current mirrors from

0.510 to 710 or at least 0.510 to (r + 0.5)10.

• Make sure that the resistance of switches is much smaller than that of current

mirror, current source, and current sink.

Xl
�

Xl

X2
X2� Y Y�

Xn Xn
�

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8 Sum. (a) Circuit realization. (b) Symbol.



3. Combinational

Logic Design
Multiple-Valued

Similar to binary functions, MVL functions can be represented in sum-oj-product

OP) form. Since unary operations in MVL are not unique, a MVL function can

b realized with a different number of product terms (PT) by using different oper

a ors. The definitions of some MVL binary and unary operations have been given
i Chapter 1. A variety of circuit realizations of those operators with CMCL have

b en proposed, fabricated, and tested in the past. However, as pointed out in Chap
t r 2, the basic CMCL elements do not work as expected when they are designed
ith submicron technologies using the conventional approach. For example, HSPICE

si ulation shows that the percentage error of a simple current mirror is over 50%

hen the channel length is scaled down to 1.5J.lm,
In view of these facts the conventional CMCL operators, which used simple current

irrors and simple current sources, must be modified along with the basic elements.

this chapter a set of CMCL operator proposed in [12] are modified and simulated

using Nortel 0.8J.lm BiCMOS parameters provided by Canadian Microelectronics

orporation (CMC). The parameters used are for the SPICE level 3 MOSFET model.

3.1 MVL Operators
As stated in Chapter 1 unary operations in MVL are not unique. Researchers have

c mpared several sets of operators in order to obtain the most efficient expression for

a given MVL function. In [13], comparison among the following three sets of operators
h s been made for 3-valued, 2-variable MVL functions.

23
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Set A: literal, cycle, complement of literal, complement of cycle, min, and tsum.

Set B: literal, complement of literal, min, and tsum.

Set C: literal, min, and tsum.

comparing the PTs required for implementation of all 332 functions, the results

sows that the Set A provides a lower average and maximum number of PTs. This

s t of operators is therefore chosen for modification based on the calculations and

si ulations made in Chapter 2. It should be noted that, similar to the case that

b nary functions can be implemented with non-standard CMOS circuits, some MVL

f nctions can also be much more easily realized with switch-level design without using
t e MVL operators.

3.1.1 Min

The min operator was defined in Definition 1.1. The CMCL circuit realization

is shown in Figure 3.1 [12]. For easy understanding of the operation of this circuit

e two input currents to this circuit have opposite directions. It should be noted

at current mirrors can be added to input or output terminals to change current

direction. x and yare two inputs. Input x is connected to aN-type cascode current

irror while input y is connected to a P-type cascode current mirror.

When x < y, II = x, y' = II, and 12 = O. Therefore, 13 = 0 and 14 = x, which is

x
-

A B i x min(x,y)
-

- - ---- -

II 12 13 14
Y y'
- -

Figure 3.1 Circuit realization of min operator.
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in(x,y) = x. Otherwise, when x � y, II = x, y' = y, and 12 = x - y. Therefore,
I = x - y and 14 = x - 13 = X - (x - y) = y, which is min(x,y) = y. It can be seen

t at this circuit is actually implemented with the truncated difference [35, 36]. Thus,

min(x,y)=x-(x EJ y) =y-(y EJ x)

herein

{X
- y if x � y

xEJy=
o otherwise.

(3.1)

As pointed out in Chapter 2 the output of a current mirror is equivalent to a

c rrent source. For example, both node A and node B are actually connected with a

c rrent sink, a current source, and an input of a P-type current mirror. To guarantee
c rrect operation of this circuit the voltage at nodes A and B must be able to keep

e current sink and current source in the saturation region and impede any current

fl wing out from the input of P-type current mirror during the subtraction operation.

ence, using this kind of current mirror structure to implement subtraction operations

ay cause loss of signal integrity at the output end.

To improve the min operator, a new realization of min operation is proposed
a shown in Figure 3.2. The two input currents to this circuit also have opposite
d rections, as do the two output currents from the switches. It should be noted that

c rrent mirrors can be added to input or output terminals to change current direction

hen necessary. The intriguing part of this circuit is that an output of the P-type
c scode current mirror is connected to that of the N-type cascode current mirror. The

o tput circuit of the N-type cascode current mirror functions like a threshold, while

e the output circuit of the P-type current mirror functions as current source [37].
hen x � y, node A is binary low. Therefore the switch 51 is turned on and

e switch 52 is turned off through two inverters, and the output is min(x,y) = x.

therwise, when x > y, node A is binary high. Therefore the switch 51 is turned off
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x
-

min(x,y)
-

A

y
-

t,
-

Figure 3.2 New circuit realization of min operator.

a d the switch 82 is turned on and the output is min(x, y) = y. A 0.510 current sink

is connected to node A so as to remove glitch when x = y because node A could

either binary high or binary low in this case. Thus the output is x when x = y.

e current sink, T, can be replaced with a current source so that output is y when

x = y. This circuit can also be used to implement the max operation by removing

3.1.2 Tsum

The tsum operator was defined in Definition 1.6. The CMCL circuit realization is

s own in Figure 3.3. This circuit is modified from that discussed in [12] by replacing
e simple current mirror with cascode current mirror.

T1 is a threshold for detecting if the sum of the total inputs, X, is greater than

2. T2 is (1' - 1)10 current source. When X is smaller than r - 2 node A is binary
I wand node B is binary high, which turns on switch 81 and turns off switch 82.

T erefore, the output is X. Otherwise node A is binary high and node B is binary
I w, which turns off switch 81 and turns on switch 82. Therefore the output is r - 1.
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VDD

X
31-

T2

II + 12 + 13
-

32
A B

NreJ I tsum(X) +

Figure 3.3 Circuit realization of tsum operator.

3.1.3 Literal

The literal and complement of literal operators were defined in Definitions 1.4

a d 1.5, respectively. The CMCL circuit realization is shown in Figure 3.4 and Fig
u e 3.5. These two circuit are also modified from those discussed in [12] by replacing
e simple current mirror with the cascode current mirror.

The literal operates in the following manner. Tl and T2 are two thresholds for

d tecting a - 0.5 and b + 0.5. T3 is a kIo current sink. If input x satisfies a � x � b,
n de A is binary high and node B is binary low. Therefore, node C is high which

t rns on the switch 3, and the output is k. Otherwise, node C is low which turns

o the switch 3 and the output is O. The complement of literal operates in a similar

anner except that switch 3 is turned off when a � x � b, and turned on otherwise.

It should be noted that the the literal operator and the complement of literal
o erators have the same number of transistors because all that has changed is from

a 2-input NOR gate to a 2-input NAND gate.



x
-

Figure 3.4 Circuit realization of literal operator.

� k[4{X}b]
Yl

X
-

- BY2
-

A

Nrej I

Figure 3.5 Circuit realization of complement of literal oper
ator.
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3.1.4 Cycle

29

The clockwise cycle and counter-clockwise cycle operators were defined in Defini

ti ns 1.8 and 1.9, respectively. The CMCL circuit realization is shown in Figure 3.6.

T is circuit is again modified from that discussed in [12] by replacing the simple
c rrent mirror with a cascode current mirror.

It should be noted that for a r-valued logic,
m

x"'"
r-m

X
--+ where mER =

,1,···, r - I}. Therefore, the circuit shown in Figure 3.6 can implement both

e clockwise cycle operator or counter-clockwise cycle operator. T1 is a threshold for

d tecting m - 0.5. T2 is a (r - m )10 current source and T3 is mIo current sink. If the

i put x is less than m, node A is binary low and node B is also binary low, which

rns on switch Sl and turns off switch S2, and output is x - m + r. Otherwise, when

e input is greater or equal than m, nodes A and B are binary high which turns off

VDD

B

Figure 3.6 Circuit realization of cycle operator.



.2 Standard Input Stimulus
In order to compare simulation results, it is preferable to use a standard input

s imulus. For a r-valued logic, there are r X (r - 1) different state transitions in

t tal. If r is 4 there are twelve different state transitions. A standard stimulus should

ever all the state transitions. To continuously test all of the 12 transitional states

ithout any repetition, an input stimulus could be 0123020313210, 0102032312130,
o 02123203130, or 0123102130320 as shown in Figure 3.7. There are other possibili
ties. With no particular reason the stimulus pattern of Figure 3.7(a) is used through
t is thesis, although other possibilities could have been used.

It has been known that an ideal current source could result in incorrect HSPICE

ulations because, for instance, the output of an ideal current source always flows

t rough a pass transistor no matter what the pass transistor is turned on or off. In

o der to verify the the MVL operators with HSPICE a circuit which can generate
t e standard input stimulus is used instead of an ideal current source. The circuit is

s own in Figure 3.8 in which transistor PI, P2, and P3 are all 10 current sources and

sitch SI and S2, and output is x - m .

310

210 ••••••••

(a)
310

210 ......•••.

30

310

210

10

(b)
310

10

10

(c) (d)

Figure 3.7 Examples of standard input stimuli.
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VDD

Figure 3.8 Standard stimulus generating circuit.

o tput current y is controlled by voltage Vi, V2, and Va through switches St, S2, and

S , respectively. This circuit can work as a standard stimulus generator by controlling
, V2, and Va. Replacing all the 10 current sources with 10 current sinks and the P

pe switches with N-type switches gives a standard input stimulus generating circuit

3 3 Verification of MVL Operators
Using the standard stimulus generating circuits, the operations of mzn, tsum,

li eral, complement of literal, and cycle operators were verified with HSPICE simula

ti ns. The channel length and channel width of each transistor is set based upon the

c lculation made in Chapter 2.

All the current mirrors are cascode current mirrors with W = 5.0Jlm and L =

o. utt: for the P-type cascode current mirror and W = 3.0Jlm and L = 0.8Jlm for the

N type cascode current mirror. The W:L ratio for the P-type constant is 2.8Jlm:2.0Jlm
to source 20JlA, and the W:L ratio for the N-type constant is also 2.8Jlm:3.0Jlm to sink

2 JlA. Pre! is 2.982 V and Nre! is 1.580 V. To source, for example, 40JlA, two parallel-
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c nnected P-type constants with W:L = 2.Spm: O.Spm are used instead of one P-type
c nstant with W:L = 5.6pm: O.Spm. This also applies to the N-type constant. The

P type threshold and N-type threshold is controlled by the same Pre! and Nre! for the
c nstant elements. To detect, for example, 40pA, two parallel-connected thresholds

a e used with W:L = 2.Spm: O.Spm and W:L = 1.4pm: O.Spm, respectively. The

SPICE simulations show that these settings give satisfactory circuit performance.

Figure 3.9 is the HSPICE simulation of the min operator shown in Figure 3.1.

F gure 3.10 is the HSPICE simulation of the new min operator shown in Figure 3.2.

T e new min operator gives better current output with respect to the 60pA current

I vel but is slower than the old min operator. Figure 3.11 is the HSPICE simulation of

t e max operator with removal of one inverter in the min operator shown in Figure 3.2.

F gure 3.12 is the HSPICE simulation of the tsum operator shown in Figure 3.3.

F gure 3.13 is the HSPICE simulation of the literal operator shown in Figures 3.4 with

a = 3, b = 3, and k = 2. Figure 3.14 is the HSPICE simulation of the complement of
li eral shown in Figure 3.5 with a = 1, b = 2, and k = 2. Figure 3.15 is the HSPICE

si ulation of the cycle operator shown in Figure 3.6 with m = 2. The simulations

r sults prove two things. First, the operators match the function defined in Chapter 1.

S condly, the estimation of W:L ratios made in Chapter 2 is correct.

Summary
A set of CMCL operators, based on the circuit elements devised in Chapter 2, were

d signed for Nortel O.Spm BiCMOS technology. All the current mirrors are cascode

c rrent mirrors instead of the simple current mirrors. The channel width and channel

gth of each transistor is also estimated according to Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11. HSPICE

ulations show satisfactory performance of the operators using these settings. To

f rther improve the performance of min operator, a new circuit was also proposed
a d verified with HSPICE simulation. This new min circuit can also function as a

ax operator by removing an inverter.
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The main issue of MVL sequential circuits is how to maintain multiple stable

sates. A general theory for this analysis was proposed by Tang et al. and applied to

a 3-valued voltage-mode NMOS flip-flop design [4]. According to this theory, voltage
nals are more easily stored than current signals. Therefore, a straightforward
plementation ofmultiple-valued CMCL sequential circuits is to convert the current

si nal into voltage signals. The voltage signals can then be stored in a voltage-mode
emory [38]. To this end, a voltage-to-current converter is required at the input

t rminals, and a current-to-voltage converter is required at the output terminals. A

v riation is to use the voltage signals converted from current signals as control signals.
this case, only a quantizer is required at the input terminals [20, 39]. The latter

proven to be more robust because voltage-mode MVL is increasingly difficult.
On the other hand, the switched-current (SI) technique has come to dominate

a alog signal processing since its introduction in 1980s [40]. SI is a current-mode

nal processing technique which utilizes the ability of an MOS transistor to maintain

drain current through the charge stored on the gate oxide capacitance. It is

ilar to a switched-capacitors (SC) design but requires only baseline VLSI CMOS

p ocessing. In the SI signal processing technique, the basic element is a dynamic
c rreni mirror, which is also known as current copier, current conveyor, or sampled
c rreni circuit [41].

This chapter discusses the application of the dynamic current mirror to a multiple
v lued CMCL counter. A 2-bit 4-valued CMCL current counter cell is proposed and

4. Sequential Multiple-Valued Logic
Design

40



v rified with HSPICE.
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4.1 Current-Mode MVL Latch

The two key elements in a multiple-valued CMCL latch are the quantizer and the

c rrent multiplexer. A quantizer is used to convert current signals to binary voltage
si nals which are in turn used to control current sources through switches. A current

ultiplexer is similar to a transmission gate in binary VMCL sequential circuits. The

o tput is one of the inputs selected by binary control signals.

4.1.1 Quantizer
A typical design of a r-valued quantizer is shown in Figure 4.1 [20, 4]. An in

t x to the quantizer is reproduced as 10,!1,'" ,!r-l by a (r - I)-output P-type
c rrent mirror. The P-type current mirror outputs are connected with thresholds

0,NI,'" ,Nr-I, respectively. The thresholds are set to detect input current oflogical
v ues 1,2, ... , r -1. As the input current exceeds the threshold value, each threshold

VDD

-1
+ 10

VI

V2

+11 +12 + Ir-1 Vr-l

�
Vr_

-1 + y

Figure 4.1 Circuit realization of r-valued quantizer.
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o tput is binary high, which turns on the corresponding switches SI, S2,···, or Sr-l
t rough inverters. Each of these switches, when turned on, passes the quantity of base

c rrent 10 from current sources Po, PI,···, or Pr-l to the summing node to form a

r generated current y. For example, in a quaternary latch, the P-type current mirror

three outputs. When x is 210, threshold outputs Vi and V2 are binary high and

is binary low. Therefore, VI and V2 are binary high and turn on switches Sl and

, while V3 is binary low and turns off switch S3. As a result, 210 flows from current

s urces PI and P2 to y. This quantizer is used not only in sequential MVL circuits

t also in combinational MVL circuits to restore current levels, where it is referred

as a level restorer [12]. It should be noted that by replacing N-type elements with

P type elements and P-type elements with N-type elements another form of quantizer
f r positive current input can be designed.

4.1.2 Current Multiplexer
Another key component in multiple-valued CMCL sequential circuits is the binary

c ntrolled current multiplexer (BCC Mux). A simple BCC Mux was designed by
C rrent [20]. However, this simple circuit suffers from short channel effects. To

o ercome the problem, a cascode BCC Mux is proposed as shown in Figure 4.2.

Referring to Figure 4.2, when if> is binary high and � is binary low, switches SlA
a d SIB are turned on and switches S2A and S2B are turned off. Therefore, transistors
T A, TlB, T3A, and T3B form aN-type cascode current mirror, so that output y copies
i put Xl. When if> is binary low and � is binary high, switches SlA and SIB are turned

o and switches S2A and S2B are turned on. Therefore, transistors T2A, T2B, T3A, and
T B form aN-type cascode current mirror, so that output y copies input X2. It should

noted that this multiplexer can have more than one outputs in the same manner

a a current mirror. This multiplexer is the key element in a current latch, which is

in turn the most important part of a quaternary CMCL counter.
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Figure 4.2 Cascode binary-controlled current multiplexer.

Current Latch

Figure 4.3 illustrates the quaternary current latch made of a BCC Mux and a

4- alued quantizer [20]. When the clock signal ¢> is binary high, the latch is in the

s tup mode. Transistors TlA and TIB of the BCC Mux receives an input current x and

response generates an output current through switches SlA and SIB. This output
c rrent is supplied to the input qin of the quantizer. Restored current qout is mirrored

b transistors T4A and T4B to generate the latch output current y. As the � turns off

e switches S2A and S2B, the restored current qout is isolated from the input x.

When the clock signal ¢> is binary low, the latch is in the hold mode. The switches

S A and SIB are turned off, disconnecting input transistors T2A and T2B from the

antizer. With � binary high, the switches S2A and S2B are turned on, connecting the

r tored current qout to the quantizer input. Because the quantizer and the restored

c rrent qout are in a positive feedback loop, the restored current qout and the output
c rrent y remain stable at the value of the previous input current.

It should be noted that in a real design, the multiplexer and the quantizer can be

re tightly integrated by sharing one current mirror.
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Quantizer

Figure 4.3 Quaternary current latch.

Modulus Sum Operator
The definition of the modsum operator was given by Definition 1.7. Figure 4.4 is

a ircuit realization of modsum. It should be noted that this circuit works only when

uts Xo + Xl + ... + Xn ::; (2r -1 )10, but this function is sufficient to the input stage
o the current counter as described later in this chapter.

In this circuit, all the inputs Xl,' •• Xn are connected to a 2-output P-type cascode

c rrent mirror. One of the outputs is connected to a threshold TI and the other

o tput is connected to a current sink T2 through a switch S. The Threshold TI is set

detect (r + 0.5)10, and the output voltage controls a switch S through two binary
in erters. The current sink T2 is set to absorb rIo. If the sum of the input currents,

, is equal to or greater than (r - 0.5)10, then II is (r - 0.5)10' and node A is binary
hi h and the switch S is turned on. Therefore the output is X - rIo. Otherwise,
w en the total input X is less than (r - 0.5)10' then node A is binary low, the switch

S is turned off, and the output is equal to X.



4.3 Dynamic Current Mirror
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x modsum(X)
----

Figure 4.4 Circuit realization of modsum operator.

Unlike bipolar transistors, MOS transistors need no gate current to control their

d ain current. This property is exploited by dynamic analog techniques to store some

a alog information on the gate capacitor. One application is the dynamic current

irror (DCM), the principle of which is shown in Figure 4.5 [42].
A single transistor, Tm, is combined with three switches Sg, Sx, and Sy that are

plemented by means of pass transistors. In the first phase, shown in Figure 4.5(a),
1'. operates as the input device of a mirror, with its gate and drain connected to the

i put current source x through switches Sg and Sx. When equilibrium is reached, the

g te capacitor is charged to the gate voltage Vas required to obtain IDS = x. The

v lue of x is thus stored as a gate voltage. In the second phase, shown in Figure 4.5(b),
1'. operates as the output device of a mirror, with its drain disconnected from the

g te and connected to the output y through switch Sy. It sinks an output current y
at is controlled by the same gate voltage Vas and thus is equal to x. Figure 4.6

sows the HSPICE simulation of this simple DCM. In this figure CLKl is used to

o erate Sx and Sg, while CLK2 is used to operate Sy.



The DCM, as described above, is thus a current memory cell. However, this

S1 ple scheme suffers from various limitations [42], which make it poor with respect

to driving capability or holding data. The most important limitation to the precision
of the above scheme is due to so-called charge injection from various switch transistors.

� close the switch, the switching transistor is made conductive by mobile carriers q

t at are attracted into the channel by the gate voltage. When the switch is opened,
t ese carriers q are released from the channel to turn off the transistor and most of

t em flow to the source or to the drain [43]. Thus, when switch Sg opens, a fraction

� of q flow onto gate capacitor Cg, which causes an error in the stored voltage Vas.

is voltage error in turn creates a relative error in output current y [42].
A variety of enhancements have been proposed in the past [42]. The simple DCM

successfully used to construct a 4-valued current counter although its use in

her radix circuit is limited.
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T

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5 Circuit operation of dynamic current mirror.
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4 4 Current-Mode MVL Counter
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Referring to Figure 4.7, the MVL counter cell consists of three major functional

bocks, modsum, latch, and trigger. As described above, the modsum is used to limit

tal input current flowing to the latch to not larger than (r - 1 )10, For example, if

tal input current X is 10, namely, logic 1, the output current is also 10• If total

put current X is greater than (r - 1)10' the logic value is greater than r - 1, the

odsum truncates this to (r -1 )10 and generates X - (r -1 )10. The latch then latches

e current from the modsum. The current sink T2 in the modsum can be removed

s as to increase speed and accuracy.

The trigger is used to monitor the output logic level from the latch for two pur

ses. First, it feeds back the latched current to input x, so that the next total

c rrent that flows into the modsum is the sum of input current and the feedback cur

r nt. Secondly, it triggers the counter cell at the next stage (not shown in Figure 4.7)
en the latched current is (r - 1)10' the highest logic level.

Assume that the content of current latch is 0 and so is the lib, and input x is 10

MODSUM

lib X
- -

X Y

LATCH

x ! </> </> A

� � B

N�

Figure 4.7 Quaternary CMCL counter cell.
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fr m a current sink N. Since 10 is smaller than (r -1 )10, the output X from modsum

t latch is also 10. In the setup mode, namely, ¢> is high, this current X is latched

to the latch.

In the hold mode, namely, when � is high, the gate terminals of the trigger tran

si tors MIA and the feedback transistor M2A are connected to node A in the latch.

T e gate voltage of these two transistors are charged to the same value as that of

n de A. The gate voltage of the trigger transistor MIB and the feedback transistor

2B is similarly charged to the value of node B in the latch. Therefore, a feedback

c rrent of 10 is supplied to the input by the feedback transistors. When the next time

¢> is high, input current flowing to summing block is 210.

Threshold P is set to detect (r -1- 0.5)10. Therefore, "Vtr will not be binary high
u til the latched current reaches to (r - 1 )10. If the latched current is (r - 1 )10, node

r is binary high when � is high. The"Vtr turns on the switch of the next stage to

g nerate a 10 current, and triggers the counter cell at the next stage to change state.

HSPICE simulation of a 2-bit counter which is made of two counter cells is shown

Figure 4.8. It should be also noted that not only can this quaternary counter count

a 01230123··· it can also count as 020202· .. when input x is 210• In theory, this

c unter can also function as a down-counter if input x is 310• To do so, the current

si k in the modsum must be able to sink 410•

Summary
A quaternary CMCL counter cell was proposed in this chapter. This counter

c 11 is made of quantizer, current latch, modsum, and DCM. In order to improve the

p rformance a cascode structure was used for the multiplexer. HSPICE simulation

sows that this counter can count as 01230123· ...



A cell library is one of the fundamental facilities for VLSI design. Dependent
o design methodologies, a cell may contain many different views for purposes of

s ematic entry, various simulations, logic synthesis, and physical layout. Some are

t chnology dependent such as the layout view, while some are technology independent
s ch as the schematic view. Overall, a cell library should be as independent of

t hnology as possible. It is well known that a design methodology that uses Hardware
D scription Languages (HDLs) is not only technology independent but also has several
a vantages over traditional design methodology, such as verification of the design
e rly in the design cycle, immediate simulation of a design, automatic conversion of

a esign to a gate-level implementation, and design re-use [44].
Among a variety of HDLs, the VHSIC 1 Hardware Description Language (VHDL),
ich was standardized by the Design Automation Technical Committee of the IEEE

in 1987 [45], offers a number of advantages over other HDLs, such as public availability,
w de range of descriptive capability, and design exchange [46, 47]. As well, VHDL is

c aracterized by its flexible value system. This special feature has been widely used

multistate binary logic simulation [48].
Despite these benefits, VHDL was not designed for either switch level or CMCL

ulation as a primary requirement. A methodology which allows switch level sim

ul tion of a binary design was proposed by Coelho, et al. [47, 49]. However, there
is a widely held belief that VHDL cannot perform CMCL modeling without analog

5. VHDL Packages for Multiple
Valued Logic

IThe acronym "VHSIC" in turn stands for Very-High Speed Integrated Circuits.
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1. The library must be general in nature and easy to use in tutorial situations.

is allows the library to be used in a training environment and for verification of

ci cuit operation.

2. Debugging output must be incorporated into the library. The user should be

a le to turn debugging on/off and to monitor the circuit operation by specifying the

ti e window to allow debugging information to be outputted. The debugging output
s ould be in ASCII format. This allows comparison of simulation output results to

e pected operation obtained from other Electronic Design Automatic (EDA) tools.
3. The currents in the interconnections should be displayable as output waveforms.

A method of scaling the currents to allow logic levels to be displayed should be

p ovided. A value of unknown current should be provided.
4. A flexible method of using various timing analyses should be provided. This

in ludes delta-delay, unit-delay, and cell-characterization delay modes.

A solution to the latter has resulted from the research into VHDL capabilities.
is solution is proposed through Chapters 5 to 7. This chapter discusses a VHDL

p ckage for simulation of multiple-valued designs. As described in Chapter 1 MVL

ci cuits can be implemented with VMCL or CMCL. The VHDL package presented
h re is for CMCL implementation. This package will be referred to as CMCL package
h reafter. The VHDL library for multiple-valued CMCL design will be simply called

CL library. The next two chapters present a VHDL cell library as well as design

odelling and simulation based on this package.

Essential Requirements of the CMCL Library
During the development of the CMCL library a number of decisions had to be

c nsidered in the specification and implementation. The first task was to specify
w at the library was expected to accomplish. It was considered essential to have the



5. A radix large enough to allow multiple inputs into summing nodes should be

plemented.
6. The library must use standard packages, where possible.
7. The basic MVL entities should be provided in behavioral form. More complex
VL entities should be provided in both structural, using the lower level behavioral

b ic components, and behavioral form. As well, basic binary logic functionality
s ould be provided. This feature is required due to the design of the complex MVL
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8. A bus resolution function for MVL signal incorporating signal strengths must

included. The bus resolution function is extremely important for MVL simulation

a d this proved to be the most complicated of the features implemented in the CMCL

rary. In order to perform bus resolution in multiple-valued CMCL circuits it is

n cessary to declare all current inputs and outputs as mode INOUT. Two versions of

t e package were developed; a simple version with nodes represented by real numbers,
a d a complex version with nodes represented by an aggregate type. Declarations of

t ese two packages are shown in Appendix A and B.

5 2 Simple CMCL Package
A VHDL package is a means of sharing portions of code that are used frequently
VHDL modeling, simulation, and synthesis. Based on packages, models as small

a cell or as large as a whole system can then be built. A VHDL package consists

o two sections, package declarations and package body, which can include component

d clarations, signal declarations, disconnection specification, attribute declarations,
t pe declarations, and subprograms. The package declarations define the interface

fo the package. The package body specifies the actual behavior of the package [50].
A I the items specified in the package are accessible to other design units either by
se ection or directly [46].

The CMCL package must be able to handle both current-mode MVL and voltage-
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de binary logic. Binary logic circuits are used in a multiple-valued CMCL system

t generate control signals for switches or for other purposes through a threshold.

I stead of defining all the items for the binary logic, existing binary packages were

in luded in the CMCL package.
There are many existing packages for binary logic. In order to make the CMCL

ckage as independent as possible from any specific binary package, the STANDARD

p ckage and the std.Iogic.Llfid package [47] were selected. Extensive use has been

m de of these two packages in the thesis. The binary logic value system in the

Jogic_1164 package is defined as

TYPE std_ulogic IS ( 'U', 'X','0','1','Z','W','L','H','-' );

erein ' U' is uninitialized, ' X' is forcing unknown, ' 0' is forcing low, ' l' is forcing
, Z' is high impedance, ' W' is weak unknown, ' L' is weak low, ' H' is weak

and ' -, is don't care. It should be noted that the std.Iogic.LlSd package is

n t standardized yet. VHDL simulator vendors provide slightly different versions

b neficial to their own tools.

The basic concept of the CMCL package is similar to that of binary logic packages.
A variety of types and constants were declared first. A bus resolution function was

t n defined based on the types. Finally, basic element and operator functions were

d signed. However, multiple-valued CMCL circuits differ from binary logic circuits

in that the output signal of a multiple-valued CMCL element is much more sensitive

to W:L ratios of PMOS or NMOS transistors and loadings. This difference must be

c sidered carefully in the CMCL package.

5 2.1 Type Declarations

For any new VHDL package, the most important declaration is the new logic value

sy tern. Since logic levels are represented in terms of current in the CMCL design,

logic values can simply be defined as REAL type.

SUBTYPE mvl_uvalue IS REAL RANGE -1000.0 TO +1000.0;
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I this declaration, mvl_uvalue instead of mvl_value is used because this type is an

u resolved type. A resolved type is discussed in the next section. REAL type is a

p edefined type and therefore, it is necessary to declare mvl_uvalue as a subtype.
T e range of real numbers specified in the STANDARD package is from -10+38 to

+ 0+38• Therefore, it is desirable to limit the mvl_uvalue to a certain range so that

t e default value is not the leftmost value of REAL, namely, _10+38.

Other types such as INTEGER, STRING, or CHAR have also been tried for

CL logic values. Considering calculations and comparisons of current values,
AL type is more convenient than the other types. In particular a current value

c n be any real number; thus, high resolution can be attained. A minor problem with

t e REAL type is that a particular number has to be chosen as the initial or unknown

Otherwise, incorrect design or simulation could result in an unexpected large
On the contrary, CHAR or STRING type can handle the unknown state

w thout any difficulty, but it is more complex to calculate the value as data type

c nversion is required, and the value range is limited. INTEGER type has all the

a ove pros and cons as mentioned above.

Thresholds cause another problem with REAL type. In a good multiple-valued
CL design, current signals and voltage signals are not evaluated for a node at

t e same time except for thresholds. Output terminals of thresholds are usually
c nnected to control terminals of switches or input terminals of binary gates. Both

t e control terminals and binary input terminals are defined by std_ulogic and can

n t be associated with REAL type. This problem was solved by defining thresholds

as two-terminal elements, one for input current signal and the other one for output
v ltage signal. It is appreciated that in this case, checking for misconnection between

c rrent signals and voltage signals can be left to the VHDL compiler. In other words,

e VHDL compiler will show an error message if there is any misconnection because

e mvl_uvalue and the std_ulogic are different types.



Some global constants are also defined in the package. The constants are declared

deferred constants. Thus, only the constant names and types are declared in the

d claration section, and the values are given in the package body. For example, the

n mes and types of radix, nref, pref, base_current, and debug are declared in the

d claration section as follows.
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COISTAIT radix REAL;
COISTAIT nref REAL;
COISTAIT pref REAL;
COISTAIT base_current REAL;
COISTAIT debug BOOLEAN;

e values of these constants are given in the package body as follows. Constants are

s defined that recompilation of VHDL models that use the CMCL package is not

uired when the CMCL package is recompiled.

COISTAIT radix REAL := 4.0;
COISTAIT nref REAL := 1.580;
COISTAIT pref REAL := 2.982;
COISTAIT base_current REAL := 1.0;
COISTAIT debug BOOLEAI := true;

nstant radix represents the highest radix of a MVL system. In the present imple
m ntation, only radix 4 is supported. base_current is set to the MVL logic step size

in J.lA. For example, a base_current setting of 20.0 corresponding to an 10 of 20J.lA. If

b se_current setting is 1.0, display output indicating logic levels is obtained. debug
is a flag indicating whether to generate a debug report. The default value of debug
is true. Reference voltages Nref and Pre! are defined by nref and pref, respectively.
T ese two reference voltages were obtained in Chapter 2. That is, the current source

w 11 generate 20J.lA when gate voltage is 2.982 V and the current sink will generate
- OJ.lA when gate voltage is 1.580 V. Output current is unknown if reference voltages
ar other than these values.
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In addition to the declarations and functions another important issue in a VHDL

ckage is how to handle multiple-driven nodes, namely, the bus resolution problem.
a binary logic package, the bus resolution problem is usually handled by a resolution

f nction in cooperation with a resolution table constant [47].
The purpose of the resolved function is to resolve the state of a node driven by

ultiple drivers. Referring to Figure 5.1, with a binary design, if a node is connected

w th three wires having state'1', '1', '0' respectively, then the resolved function can

e aluate the three states according to the resolution table and identify the state of

Bus Resolution

To declare a resolved subtype requires a very specific combination of statements.

e designer declares the base type, then declares the subtype specifying the resolu

ti n function to use for this type. In the CMCL package, the resolved MVL signal of

AL type is declared as follows.

TYPE mvl_uvector IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF mvl_uvalue;
FUNCTION mresolved ( s : mvl_uvector) RETURN mvl_uvalue;
SUBTYPE mvl_value IS mresolved mvl_uvalue;
TYPE mvl_vector IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF mvl_value;

e first statement declares an unconstrained array of the base type mvl_uvector

t at will contain the driver values passed to the resolution function. The second

st tement declares the definition of the resolution function mresolved so that the

'0'

Figure 5.1 Resolved output of three binary outputs.
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type declaration can make use of it. The third statement declares the resolved

type mvl_value using the base type and the resolution function declaration. The

rth statement declares an unconstrained array of the resolved subtype.
The order of the statements is very important because each statement declares

ething that is used in the next statement. If the unconstrained array declaration

eft out the resolution function could not be declared, and if the resolution function

s not declared the subtype could not be declared [50].
The resolution function is usually the first function implemented in a package

b dy. An implementation of the resolution function for REAL type of MVL values

is shown in Figure 5.2. One thing which is worth mentioning here is the application
of s ' LENGTH to check the size of a mvl_vector, thus, the number of inputs to a node

in this case. If the size of the vector is 1 the single driver is returned as the resolved

v ue immediately. This is very important to initialization of VHDL simulation. If

size of the vector is greater than 1 all the entries of the mvl_vector are summing
u for the output. The range of the mvl_vector is determined by s

' RANGE.

Figure 5.3 illustrates a node connected with a PCM output, a current sink, and a

FUICTIOI mresolved ( s : mvl_vector )
RETURI mvl_value IS

VARIABLE result: mvl_value := 0.0;
BEGII

IF ( s'LEIGTH = 1 ) THEI

RETURI s(s'LOW);
ELSE

FOR i II s'RAIGE LOOP
result := result + s(i);

EID LOOP;
EID IF;
RETURI result;

EID resolved;

Figure 5.2 A resolution function for REAL type of MVL
values.
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'2' '2'
- -

Figure 5.3 An example of resolution function for MVL value
of REAL type.

Assume that the input to the PCM is logic 3 and the current sink can

si k 20pA, namely, logic -1. The resolution function detects that s' LENGTH is 2, and

s ms up 3 and -1. Therefore, logic 2 is the resolved value which is also the input to

Although the simple resolution function for REAL type of MVL values can give
c rrect simulation results at output terminals in most of the cases, it suffers from

t 0 drawbacks. First of all, internal MVL values always stand for potential values

r ther than true values. For example, referring to Figure 5.4 which is different from

F gure 5.3 in terms of loading element only, the resolved logic value is wrong (logic
2) even though the final output is correct (logic 0).

Secondly, simulations are limited to multiple-output single-input nodes only. In

er words, if outputs are connected to a node with more than one load, the output
c rrent equally branches into those loads regardless of whether the loads are the same.

B r example, as shown in Figure 5.5, for a node with two PCM inputs connected to a

c rrent sink, the current flowing to these two PCM is the same as the output of the

c rrent sink. This is not correct and must be avoided.
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'2' '0'
- -

Figure 5.4 An example of resolution function for MVL value
of REAL type.

5 3 Complex CMCL Package
Both of the problems with the simple CMCL package result from the fact that

t e current flowing through each branch connected to a node has to be determined

fo a CMCL design instead of just the voltage of the node. The voltage for a node is

a ingle value but the current for each branch is different. It is therefore desirable to

d fine the MVL type as a composite signal such as RECORD. The composite signal

,----
I

'2' '2'�
! - ----

,

'2' I
I
,

12 .

�

, • ..1

Figure 5.5 An example of resolution function for MVL value
of REAL type.
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st have at least a subelement ofmultiple-valued current signal, mvl_uvalue, and a

s belement of binary voltage signal, std_ulogic, so as to process voltage and current

s parately. The composite signal also has to contain a subelement of vector for storage

o current value for each branch. By doing so there will be no difference between a

ultiple-valued current signal and a binary voltage signal, which is advantageous in

al owing for direct association of a MVL port or signal with a binary port or signal,
a d vice versa. For example a threshold can be connected directly to a switch or

a binary gate. Except for much increased complexity of the resolution function for

c mposite type, the only disadvantage is it is inconvenient to give input stimulus

b cause each entry of the subelement has to be assigned a value. This problem can

b moderated by utility functions as discussed later in this chapter.

Composite MVL Type

Referring to Appendix B, a new type is declared in the CMCL package as

TYPE mvl_drive IS { unknown, resolved, force, ncmin, ncmout,
pcmin, pcmout, nth, pth, swg, swio, bout };

T e leftmost unknown, which is also the default state stands for unknown state.

r solved is a resolved signal; force is externally forced input stimulus; ncmin is

i put of NCM; ncmout is output of NCM, pcmin is input of PCM, pcmout is output
o PCM; nth is either N-type threshold or current sink; pth is either P-type threshold

o current source; swg is control of switch; swio is input or output of switch; and

ut is output of any binary gate.

An unresolved node is declared as

TYPE mvl_unode IS RECORD
I: mvl_value; L: std_logic;
D: mvl_drive; W: weight;
DB: mvl_db_vector; DBD:mvl_drive_vector;
BR: mvl_db_vector; SW:sw_status;

END RECORD;

V: voltage;

DBW:weight_vector;
N:natural;



herein subelement I is MVL logic value; L is binary logic value using std_logic
d fined in the std.Iogic.Llfid package; V is real voltage which is reserved for future use;

D is driving type of a signal or a port, W is W:L ratio of a transistor; DB is a vector

o MVL value which records the resolved driving value of a node; DBD is a vector of

diving sources of a MVL node; DBW is a vector of W:L ratio of driving sources; BR

is the same as DB except that it records unresolved driving MVL values; SW indicates

e istence of switches as it is to be described in detailed in Chapter 6; and N is the

n mber of driving sources. The usage of each subelement can be better understood

w th the resolution function in the next section.

A composite signal (RECORD or ARRAY) in VHDL is viewed as the juxtaposition
o its scalar subelements acting as individual signals. The driving value and effective

v lue of the composite signal is defined in terms of the driving value and effective

v lues of its scalar subelements. If a composite signal is resolved, then the driving and

e ective values of its subelements are derived from the driving and effective values

o the composite signal. Subelements no longer behave as individual signals [46].
is implies that the body of resolution function for composite signals in the CMCL

p ckage is much more complex than that of the example shown in Figure 5.2, or even

t an the 46-state binary resolution function [47].

5 3.2 Resolution Function for Composite Type
Before designing the resolution function it is necessary to classify the terminals of

el ments which affect resolved logic value of a node. Basically, CMCL elements can

b classified by terminals into the following three major categories.
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Category 1: Single-terminal elements including N-type current source, P

type current source, N-type threshold, and P-type threshold.

Category 2: Multi-terminal elements including N-type current mirror and

P-type current mirror.



If a current sink is deemed to be the same as a N-type threshold and a P-type cur

re t source is deemed as the same as a P-type threshold, there are only the following
te minals which can affect the resolved logic value of a node.
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Category 3: Binary gates.

• Output of N-type current source (same as N-type threshold).

• Output of P-type current source (same as P-type threshold).

• Input of N-type current mirror.

• Output of N-type current mirror.

• Input of P-type current mirror.

• Output of P-type current mirror.

• Output of binary gates.

It should be noted that input terminals of a CMOS binary gates do not affect the

10 ic value of a node in the ideal case because their input terminals are normally gate
te minals of either PMOS or NMOS transistors. In other words, the gate capacitors of

M S transistors are simply charged or discharged by their driving current or voltage
si nals. From the digital simulation point of view, charging and discharging is related

to timing processing.
On the other hand, the output terminals of CMOS binary gates cannot be con

ne ted to a pure MVL node because output terminals of CMOS binary gates would

so rce or sink an error output current C'" lOOpA) during switching and in turn, cause

er ors at this node. For example, as shown in Figure 5.6(a), when binary high is

a plied to an inverter, the NMOS transistor is turned on and the PMOS transistor

urned off, which pulls down the output node from the VMCL point of view while

king all the current of the output node from the CMCL point of view. Similarly,
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VDD

error
-

+ error

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6 Incorrect connection of binary outputs to MVL

inputs.

as shown in Figure 5.6(b), when binary low is applied to an inverter, the NMOS tran

si tor is turned off and the PMOS transistor is turned on, which pulls up the output

n de from the VMCL point of view while sourcing current from VDD to the output

n de from the CMCL point of view.

Excluding binary gates, only six different types of ports are left; output of current

k, output of current source, input of NCM, output of NCM, input of PCM, and

o tput of PCM. These six different type of ports have 57 combinations

It should be noted that the single driver does not count because this case is treated

ividually in the resolution function as stated before. A node driven by more than

Sl signals falls into one of the above combinations. For example, a node which

is connected with two NCM inputs, three current sources, and one current sink is

eq ivalent to a node with one NCM input, one current source, and one current sink.
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x

_-__.... � error

terror

+ error

Figure 5.7 Incorrect connection of a PCM input to an NCM

input.

e input of an NCM cannot be connected to the input of a PCM since this would

re ult in a voltage source as shown in Figure 5.7, 15 of 57 combinations are illegal.

a result, there are 42 legal combinations. It is necessary to implement all of the 42

al combinations in the resolution function. Fortunately, some of these 42 remaining
co binations can be handled separately due to the fact that the branch current of a

n de is 0 if only N-type elements or orily P-type elements are connected. Thus,

T erefore, only 42 - 8 = 34 combinations are left.

The resolution function applies a two-path parsing approach. In the pre-process

of the first parse, the circuit configuration of this node is detected. According to the
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ci cuit configuration, the post-process of the second parse determines the MVL value

of each branch. To this end, the following tasks must be attained in the first parse.

• Determine and store the circuit configuration.

• Check the switch status if any.

• Detect if there exist external stimuli.

• Detect if the node is driven by only N-type or only P-type elements.

• Check if there is the input of an NCM connected to the input of a PCM.

• Check if the outputs of binary gates are connected to a pure MVL node.

Post-process begins with screening out the special cases detected in the first parse

a d generating a warning or error messages if necessary. If the circuit configuration is

n rmal, the post-process then starts calculating the MVL logic value of each branch.

Bra normal node, there are three cases.

Case 1: Total current is zero.

Case 2: Total current is positive.
Case 3: Total current is negative.

It should be noted that the total current mentioned here is the total current from

e ch driving source before resolution and according to Kirchhoff's current law the

t al current of a node is eventually zero.

C SE 1: Total Current is Zero

Z ro total current suggests that redistribution of branch current is not required. In

t is case, the only thing needed to do is to determined the voltage of binary state in

te m of std_logic. If there is neither NCM input nor PCM input, then the binary
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s ate is 'X'. Otherwise, the binary state is '0' if there exists an NCM input or '1' if

t ere exists PCM input. It should be noted that this determination is valid only if

n switches exist.

'ASE 2: Total Current is Positive

P sitive total current suggests the possible need of redistribution of current from P

pe elements. Redistribution of current is not required if there exists a NCM input
absorb the extra positive current. Otherwise, redistribution of current from P-type

e ments is unavoidable. To do this, the first thing to determine is if there exists both

M outputs and P-type threshold outputs. If both exist, branch currents are cal

c lated according to a linear approximation equation obtained by SPICE simulation.

there is only either of PCM outputs or P-type threshold outputs, branch currents

a e simply calculated based on W:L ratios stored in wgt_vector. For example, as

s own in Figure 5.8, if a PCM output x of 151lA is connected with two current sinks

1 with W:L = 51lm: 51lm and N2 with W:L = lOllm: 51lm, the current It flowing
to Nt is lOIlA and the current 12 flowing into N2 is 51lA since the resistance of a

OS transistor is inversely proportional to the W:L ratio [51].

x x
- -

Figure 5.8 A node connected with a PCM output and two

current sinks.
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C SE 3: Total Current is Negative
T is case is similar to the CASE 2 except that N-type elements and P-type elements

switched.

A very special case yet to be addressed is the bidirectional switch. Bidirectional

s itch ports affect the logic value of a node in a very special way. When the switch

is turned on, each switch port simply transfers the information of the circuit on one

si e to the other side, and vice versa. The need for special care of switch ports is

o vious. However, this switch model which can be very easily modelled for VMCL

ary gates, is quite complex as a multiple-valued CMCL element. More details of

irectional VHDL switch models are to be described Chapter 6.

Each of the above packages has to include at least the CMCL package and the

Jogic_1164 package. To do this, the LIBRARY and USE clauses can be used as

fo lows.

Other VHDL Packages
In addition to the CMCL package which handles the basic types and bus res

tion, two other global packages were also developed, the TIMING package, and

UTILITY package. The TIMING package provides utilities for handling tim

processing and the UTILITY package provides utilities for easy modelling and

ulation.

LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY CHCL; USE CHCL.ALL, CHCL.cmcl.ALL;

o herwise, a direct link to the functions defined in the other packages must be used.

B r example, CMCL. operator. "min". The double quote is used where the names are

re erved words.

It should be noted that VHDL allows a number of types of overloading, such

as subprograms, operators, and enumeration types. Overloaded subprograms allow

su programs to operate on objects of different types.
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The TIMING package defines functions related to timing processing for both MVL

a d binary logic. The timing data can be obtained from HSPICE simulation. As de

s ribed in Chapter 3 there are r x (r -1) different state transitions for a r-valued logic.
D lay time varies from one transition to another. A MVL delay processing function

ust be able to handle the difference. However, this kind of delay processing is quite
si ilar with that of binary logic in which different states or strength transitions are

a signed with different delay time.

As will be described in Chapter 6, the use of GENERICs in the entity definitions

al ows delta, unit, and cell-characterization delays to be incorporated into the cells.

T e cell-characterization delays must be calculated separately using delay calcula

t r software (usually involving circuit simulation under various conditions). In this

T MING package, the delay processing function calculates only 12 delays for the 12

different state transitions in 4-valued logic.

TIMING Package

FUIiCTION force ( m mvl_value ) RETURN mvl_node;
FUNCTION force ( 1 std_logic ) RETURN mvl_node;
FUNCTION force ( m mvl_value; 1 std_logic ) RETURN mvl_node;
FUNCTION force ( m mvl_value; d mvl_drive ) RETURN mvl_node;
FUNCTION force ( 1 std_logic; d mvl_drive ) RETURN mvl_node;

CONSTANT pO mvl_node;
CONSTANT pi mvl_node;
CONSTANT p2 mvl_node;
CONSTANT p3 mvl_node;
..........

CONSTANT bO mvl_node;
CONSTANT bi mvl_node;
CONSTANT bZ mvl_node;

Figure 5.9 FORCE functions in the UTILITY package.



5.4.2 UTILITY Package
The UTILITY package includes a force function and a number of constants. As

sated before one of the disadvantages of the aggregate type is that it is cumbersome

en giving input stimulus. The mvl_node has eleven subelements, each of which

ust be specified. It is very time consuming when developing input vectors to verify
a MVL design. Accordingly, some facilities are needed. The force function has

s veral overloaded declarations. Some of them are given in Figure 5.9. The complete
d clarations are shown in Appendix D.

These force functions greatly simplify the development of input test vectors.

B r example, to set a mvl_node type of node A to mvl_value of 3 simply requires
a command like nodeA <= force(3.0);. Similarly, force('1') sets a node to bi

n ry high. Although in the above examples, force(3.0) is used to set a node to

m l_value of 3, the same task can be also done by using the corresponding constant

e nodeA <= p3;. Note that those constants are also declared as deferred constants.
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Summary
Although VHDL was not designed for either switching level simulation or CMCL

ci cuits in nature, a possible way leading to multiple-valued CMCL simulation was

p esented in this chapter.
Two versions of the CMCL packages were designed, a simple CMCL package in

ich logic values are represented in terms of real numbers, and a complex CMCL

ckage in which a node is represented by an aggregate type. Despite the complexity
o the resolution function, it is preferable to use the complex CMCL package so that

e current flowing through each branch of a node can be monitored. All of the VHDL

odels and simulations in the following two chapters are based on the complex CMCL

ckage.
It should be noted that VHDL packages for binary cell libraries are usually pro

ed by VHDL simulator vendors.



6. VHDL Library
Valued Logic

for Multiple-

The global VHDL packages for multiple-valued CMCL design were described in

apter 5. This chapter discusses VHDL simulation models for multiple-valued
CL elements and operators. The models were developed based on the value sys

t m and the resolution function declared in the complex CMCL package. In order

facilitate modelling two additional packages, an ELEMENT package and an OP

ATOR package, were also developed. The basic CMCL building elements were

odeled with behavioral descriptions. The MVL operators weremodeled with both

st uctural and behavioral descriptions.

6 1 CMCL Library Structure

Considering parameter transfer, logic simulation, and logic synthesis, VHDL sim

ul tion models in the CMCL library are divided into three types. Type 1 are simple
e tities including the basic CMCL building elements. Type 2 are binary entities in

cl ding basic binary gates. Type 3 are complex entities including MVL operators
a d macrocells made of simple entities. A diagram showing the organization of the

DL library is shown in Figure 6.1.

The simple entities are developed by first defining their functions in the ELE

MENT package and then designing VHDL behavioral models based on the functions.

R -defining each circuit element as a separate entity is an inevitable step for not

o ly structural modeling of complex entities but also parameter transfer through
NERIC mapping. The parameters can be timing information, transistor size, fan

III fan-out, and so on. It is possible to create a behavioral model for each element
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CMCL MVL Library

Complex Entities
Structural Architecture

-

Complex Entities
Behavioral Architecture

:i:· BiiliErititicii . U?
i�:i i:i�ilRliiviiM··mhmmfilii�,:

-
Figure 6.1 VHDL library structure of multiple-valued

CMCL circuits.

w thout using the ELEMENT package. Functions must then be redundantly defined

models.

The complex entities have two units: structural description and behavioral de

s ription. The structural description is created by using the simple entities and

b nary gates. The behavioral description is created by using the functions defined

the OPERATOR package.
The cell models can be separated to a plurality of files or merged into a package.
either case each file must begin with the LIBRARY and the USE clauses to access

e CMCL package and other packages. In this implementation all the MVL entities

i eluding simple entities and complex entities are declared in the MLIB package (refer
Appendix G), and all the binary entities are declared in the BLIB package (refer
Appendix H).
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All of the basic MVL elements discussed in Chapter 2 are modeled as library cells

defining their functions in the ELEMENT package and then creating behavioral

d scriptions by using the functions. The models include current source, current sink,
N type current mirror, P-type current mirror, N-type threshold, P-type threshold,
N type switch, and P-type switch as listed in Table 6.1. Although only single- and

to-output current mirror models were created, these models can easily be expanded
t handle any number of outputs. Two sequential elements, dynamic current mirror

a d current multiplexer, were also created.

VHDL Models of Basic CMCL Elements

6 2.1 ELEMENT Package
The ELEMENT package is designed to offer behavioral functions for simple enti

ti s. Except for the sum element which is implemented in the resolution function, the
E EMENT package defines functions for all the general CMCL elements comprising
n m, pcm, nth, pth, snk, and src, the special CMCL elements comprising nsv and

p loT, as well as sequential elements comprising dcm and mux2. The function declara-

Table 6.1 VHDL models of basic CMCL elements.

II Cell Description II
ncml I-Output N-type Current Mirror
ncm2 2-0utput N-type Current Mirror

pcml l-Output P-type Current Mirror
pcm2 2-0utput P-type Current Mirror
nth N - type Threshold
pth P - type Threshold
snk N - type Constant (Current Sink)
src P-type Constant (Current Source)
nsw Bi-Directional N-type Switch
psw Bi-Directional P-type Switch
dcm Dynamic Current Mirror
mux2 2-Input Current Multiplexer
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FUICTIOI ncm ( inA mvl_value; vgt REAL ) RETURI mvl_unode;
FUICTIOI pcm ( inA mvl_value; vgt REAL ) RETURI mvl_unode;
FUICTIOI nth ( vgt REAL) RETURI mvl_unode;
FUICTIOI pth ( vgt REAL ) RETURI mvl_unode;
FUICTIOI au ( vgt REAL ) RETUaI mvl_unode;
FUICTIOI arc ( vgt REAL ) RETURI mvl_unode;

FUlCTIOI ncm ( inA mvl_value; vgt vgt_vector) RETUaI mvl_unode_vector;
FUICTIOI pcm ( inA mvl_value; vgt vgt_vector) RETURI mvl_unode_vector;
FUICTIOI nth ( vgt vgt_vector ) RETURI mvl_unode_vector;
FUICTIOI pth ( vgt vgt_vector ) RETURI mvl_unode_vector;
FUlCTIOI au ( vgt vgt_vector ) RETURI mvl_unode_vector;
FUICTIOI arc ( vgt vgt_vector ) RETURI mvl_unode_vector;

Figure 6.2 Declarations of CMCL element functions.

ti ns of the general elements are shown in Figure 6.2. Table 6.2 is the summary of

t e functions and their corresponding circuits.

For application of a function to different signal types some functions have more

t an one declarations in the ELEMENT package. For example, function snk is first

d clared with parameter wgt and to return mvl_unode, and then an overloaded snk

is declared with parameter wgt_vector and to return mvl_unode_vector.

The body of each function is implemented in the package body as that of the

Table 6.2 VHDL element functions and descriptions.

II Function Description II
ncm N-Type Current Mirror
pcm p.Type Current Mirror
nth N-Type Threshold Detector

pth P-Type Threshold Detector
snk N - Type Constant (Current Sink)
src P - Type Constant (Current Source)
nsw N-Type Switch
psw P-Type Switch
dcm Dynamic Current Mirror
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C CL package. mvl_value inputs are multiplied by a '_' sign for some functions

s ch as ncm and pcm, thus the current direction is reversed. The reason for this is that

c rrent direction is defined in terms of input and output ports. For instance current

fl wing into an input node is defined as positive, while current flowing away from an

in ut node is defined as negative. On the other hand current flowing into an output

n de is defined as negative, while current flowing out from an output node is defined

6 2.2 General Elements

As mentioned above one of the reasons to re-define each circuit element as a cell

is for parameter transfer through GENERIC mapping. It is possible to specify the

p rameters as input ports, but this will adversely affect synthesis because those pa

r meters are not supposed to be synthesized as pins. A simple model using GENERIC

fo parameter transfer is shown in Figure 6.3.

In this model wgt in the GENERIC port is used to specify the width ratio Wout:Win

o the output transistor and the input transistor of the N-type current mirror, ncm1.

B r example, wgt<=2 means the width of the output transistor is two times larger

LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY CMCL; USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL, CMCL.element.ALL, CMCL.utility.ALL;
ENTITY ncml IS

GENERIC ( vgt : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( inA: INOUT mvl_node := incmO; outA INOur mvl_node );

END ncml;
ARCHITECTURE behavioral OF ncml IS
BEGII

PROCESS (inA)
BEGII

outA <= ncm(inA.I, vgt);
END PROCESS;

END behavioral;

Figure 6.3 VHDL cell model of the single-output NCM.



t an that of the input transistor of the same current mirror.

Every port is bidirectional INOUT port since all input ports must be capable
o driving the output connection when necessary and all output ports must also be

c pable of being driven when necessary. In the above example, the input of ncml

is defined as a bidirectional port with an initial value of incmO, which is defined in

ILITY package as:
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COISTAIT incmO : mvl_node .- ( 0.0, 'Z', 0.0, ncmin, 1.0,
initDB, initDBD, initDBW,
initDB, 0, 1 );

e input port is defined such that the resolution function can detect the existence

o NCM inputs.
It should be noted that bidirectional ports are not recommended for VHDL mod

el ng. The reason is that an INOUT port actually consists of an IN port and an OUT

p rt [46]. Therefore, INOUT ports have an effective value obtained from the outside

a d a driving value transmitted to the outside. The driving value is evaluated first

si ce it is one of the sources that determines the effective value. The effective value

o the INOUT port is the resolved value of the driving value with associated signals.
is scheme of evaluation may cause an infinite loop.

Figure 6.4 illustrates the evaluation of the driving value and effective value of a

ary INOUT port which is associated with a wired-or resolved signal '0'. Assume

t e initial value of the driving value to be '0'. Therefore an effective value '0' is

r olved to '0' by the resolution function as shown in Figure 6.4(a). However, as

s own in Figure 6.4(b), the effective value changes the driving value to '1'. This new

diving value is again associated with the resolved signal '0' generating a new effective

si nal '1'. A similar problem occurred and was solved during the development of bi-
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'0' '0'

resolved
signal

resolved
signal

'1' .

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4 Driving value and resolved value for an INOUT
port.

Bi-Directional Switch

Bi-directional switches are the most complex model for the CMCL library. As

entioned in Chapter 5, bi-directional switch ports affect the logic value of a node

a very particular way. When a switch is turned on each switch INOUT port must

tr nsfer the the circuit topology from one side to the other side so that a new network

is formed. When a switch is turned off the circuit connected with either side should be

e aluated individually. This switch model, which can be modelled for VMCL binary
g tes very easily, is quite complex as a multiple-valued CMCL element.

The simulation algorithms for circuits involving bi-directional switches are known

relaxation algorithms. An algorithm which models a bi-directional switch that can

a ect only the circuits directly connected thereto are known as a local relaxation algo
ri hm. Local relaxation algorithms implemented in VHDL were proposed by Coelho

et al. and successfully used for VHDL switch-level simulation [47]. Unfortunately
t is algorithm does not apply to CMCL design. Therefore a new algorithm must be



Typically a simulator with built-in global relaxation algorithms may run a switch

I vel description faster. However, this is not available for the IEEE 1076 standard.

I is only possible to model the bi-directional switches with a new local relaxation

a gorithm. To develop such an algorithm several situations occurring when the switch

is turned on, shown in Figure 6.5, must be considered. For the circuit shown in

F gure 6.5(a) the switch disappears in the circuit as stated above when the switch

is on if switch on resistance Ron is negligible. Thus the circuits on both side of a

s itch are connected together. In this case it is only needed to transfer the circuit

c nfiguration from one side to the other so that current flowing through each branch

c n be redistributed and then sum up the total current on either side to get the

c rrent flowing through the switch since surplus current must come from the other

e of the switch.

Transferring circuit information from one side to the other side becomes much

ore complicated when there are two or more switches connected to a node. This

p oblem can be further divided into two cases. For the circuit shown in Figure 6.5(b),
i which two of the other sides of those switches are connected to each other, the
al orithm must be able to detect that two switches are connected in parallel or in

(a) (b)
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(c)

Figure 6.5 Circuit topologies with hi-directional switches.
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a feedback loop. For the circuit shown in Figure 6.5(c), in which the other side of

t 0 switches are not connected to one another like two series-connected switches, the

al orithm must be able to let the resolution function become aware of the existence

o circuit C when circuit B is resolved. This implies that this algorithm must tightly
c operate with the resolution function.

An algorithm is proposed for the bi-directional switch. This algorithm can be

e sily understood by referring to the Figure 6.6. During the simulation delta time,
t e switch model combines the circuit information carried in the resolved signals from

b th sides and removes the previous resulted circuit from the combined circuit, and

t e resolution function reads the output signals and deducts the circuit in the previous
r solved signal from the combined circuit for (sw_no - 1) times, where sui.no is the

n mber of switch outputs connected to a node. For example, the switch 81 reads

circuit a connected to node A and circuit b connected to node B and deducts the

p evious circuit which is null initially. The combined circuit in the output signal of

t e switch 81 is therefore circuit abo For node A the resolution function gets the

a
A
•...- •..•..�.......... . •......p - ��WVent

� 81:n � �
b

B
•..•••.•-� �.•.•...............•.� ����ent

� 8,) � �
C
••......•.-�........ ·······B·························� ��WVent

Figure 6.6 An example of local relaxation algorithm.
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o tput signal from the switch SI and deducts circuit a from the combined circuit ab

f r 1-1 = 0 time which results in circuit ab in the resolved signal. This resolved signal
ill be sensed by the switch model for the next evaluation. For node B the resolution

f nctions gets the output signals from the switches SI and S2 and deducts circuit b

f om circuits ab and be for 2 - 1 = 1 time which results in circuit abc. This resolved

signal containing the circuit information of abc will be sensed by both switches SI
a d S2 for the next evaluation. The evaluation stops when there are no more events.

Based on this algorithm the simplest case shown in Figure 6.5(a) was implemented
the bi-directional switch model. Accompanied with the new model the resolution

f nction was also modified. The VHDL simulations, which are to be discussed in

hapter 7, show that the bidirectional switch model is correct.

6.3 VHDL Models of Binary Gates

Behavioral models of binary gates were created by using the stdJogic_1164 pack
a e. A list of binary gates is given in Table 6.3. An example of these behavioral

odels for binary gates is shown in Figure 6.7. It can be seen from the example
t at the ports for binary gates are also of the type of mvl_node. This avoids type

,c nversion when a binary input or output is connected to a MVL element. Also the

o erloaded and function is double-quoted because 'and' is a reserved word in VHDL.

Table 6.3 VHDL models of binary gates.

II Cell Description II
and2 2-Input AND gate
mv Inverter
nand2 2-Input NAND gate
nor2 2-Input NOR gate
or2 2-Input OR gate
xnor2 2-Input Exclusive NOR gate
xor2 2-Input Exclusive OR gate
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LIBRARY CMCL; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY IEEE;
USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL, CMCL.element.ALL, CMCL.operator.ALL, CMCL.utility.ALL;
EITITY and2 IS

port ( inA, inB : IIOUT mvl_node; outA : IIOUT mvl_node := bU);
EID and2;
ARCHITECTURE behavioral OF and2 IS
BEGII

outA <= CMCL.operator."and"(inA, inB);
EID behavioral;

Figure 6.7 VHDL declarations of MVL operator functions.

6 4 VHDL Models of MVL Operators
Based on the basic VHDL element models, the structural models for operators such

min, tsum, literal, and cycle were created. For the behavioral operator models the

m deling approach is the same as that of CMCL elements. That is, the function is

d clared in the OPERATOR package and then the behavioral description was created

b using the OPERATOR package.

6 4.1 OPERATOR Package
A list of the operators functions defined in the OPERATOR package are shown

in Figure 6.8. Their corresponding circuits are listed in Table 6.4. It should be noted

t at overloaded functions can also be defined in this package in order to process

di erent signal types.

Structural Models of MVL Operators
The basic building block of a structural VHDL model is a COMPONENT. Virtu

al y any size of building block, gate, chip, or board can be deemed as a component,
d pending on the level at which the hardware is being described. Each component
c further consist of behavioral models or structural models. The thing that con

n cts the behavioral model and the structural model is the SIGNAL. As a description
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FUNCTION min ( inA, inB mv1_node ) RETURN mv1_unode;
FUNCTION max ( inA, inB mv1_node ) RETURN mv1_unode;
FUNCTIOI tsum ( inA, inB mv1_node ) RETURN mv1_unode;
FUlCTIOI 1tr1 ( inA mv1_node; 1, U, k : REAL ) RETURN mv1_unode;
FUlCTIOI 1tr1b ( inA mv1_node; 1, U, k : REAL ) RETURN mv1_unode;
FUICTIOI eye ( inA mv1_node; m REAL ) RETURN mv1_unode;
FUNCTIOI eyeb ( inA mv1_node; m : REAL ) RETURN mv1_unode;

Figure 6.8 VHDL declarations of MVL operator functions.

a straction of a hardware wire the signal serves both to hold changing data values

a d to connect subcomponents. A signal is a path from one component to another

c mponent; the path along which data flows between components. Signals connect

c mponents via their ports [52] An example of a structural model for the tsum oper

r is shown in Figure 6.9.

VHDL does not allow an external IN port driving an internal OUT port directly.
is will not cause any problem for models with all their ports in INOUT mode but

it is a potential problem for those models which are created with the simple CMCL

p ckage. There are two ways to overcome this problem. One is to change each output

Table 6.4 VHDL operator functions and descriptions.

II Function Description II
nun Minimum operator
max Maximum operator
msum Modulus sum operator
tdiff Truncated difference operator
tsum Truncated sum operator
ltrl Literal operator
ltrlb Complement of literal operator
cyc Clockwise cycle operator
cycb Counter-clockwise cycle operator
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LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY CMCL;
USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL, CMCL.element.ALL, CMCL. operator. ALL, CMCL.utility.ALL;

EJrTITY tsum IS
PORT ( inA: IIOur mVl_node; outA IIOUT mvl_node );

EID sim_tsum;

ARCHITECTURE structural OF tsum IS
SIGIAL il, i2, i3, i4 : mvl_node;
COMPOIEIT pcm2
__ GEIERIC ( wgtl, wgt2 : REAL );

PORT ( inA: IIOur mvl_node; outA, outB IIOUT mvl_node );
EID COMPONEIT;
COMPONENT inv

PORT ( inA: II mVl_node; outA OUT mvl_node);
EID COMPOIEJrT;
COMPONENT sink

GENERIC ( wgt : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( s : IIOUT mvl_node );

END COMPONENT;
COMPONEIT source

GENERIC ( wgt : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( s : INOur mvl_node );

END COMPOIEJrT;
COMPONEIT nsv

PORT ( ctrl : INOur mvl_node; ioA, ioB INOur mvl_node );
END COMPOIEIT;
COMPOIENT psw

PORT ( ctrl : INOUT mvl_node; ioA, ioB IIOUT mvl_node );
EID COMPONENT;

BEGIX

UO pcm2 PORT MAP (inA, il, i2);
Ul sink GEIERIC MAP (wgt => 2.5)

PORT MAP (il);
U2 inv PORT MAP (il, i3);
U3 nsw PORT MAP (i3, i2, outA);
U4 source GENERIC MAP (wgt => 3.0)

PORT MAP (i4);
US psw PORT MAP (i3, i4, outA);

END structural;

ARCHITECTURE behavioral OF tsum IS
outA <= CMCL.operator.tsum(inA);

END behavioral;

Figure 6.9 VHDL structural model of tsum operator.
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p rt to the bi-directional INOUT port. The other way is to use a buffer element for

s ch connections. For example, in a structural model of the min operator a special
s m model can be used to connect an input and the output of the 2-output NCM.

Although there is only one input port declared in this tsum model it should be re

al zed that this model also works as a multiple-input tsum by using multiple processes.

e details will be given in Chapter 7.

Further referring to the tsum model signal names starting with 'i' represent inter

signals. CMCL elements are declared as COMPONENTs followed by the struc

t ral description of the tsum operator. Also, W:L parameters are transferred to sink,

s uree, and pem2 by using GENERIC MAP. GENERIC ports make it possible to

u e the same model for different W:L ratios. Other VHDL models such as literal and

c ele are shown in Appendix F.

6 4.3 Behavioral Models of MVL Operators
An example of a behavioral model for the tsum operator is also shown at the

e d of Figure 6.9. Comparing the structural model with the behavioral model it can

b found that behavioral models are much more simple than structural models, yet

g nerate the same outputs as structural models. For logic simulation it is desired

use behavioral models instead of structural models, but behavioral models do not

n tify users of the changing of internal signals. If internal signals are to be checked

st uctural models must be used. Accordingly structural models are good in testing a

n w operator or new circuits constructed with basic elements. Other than these case,

b havioral models are recommended.

6 5 Model Selection by Configuration File

VHDL provides the flexibility of mapping a component to different models. AI

tough the structural models are created for MVL operators by using the element

m dels as described in the previous section, the COMPONENTs declared in the

st uctural model are not really bound to the real element models. To bind the com-
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p nents and models, a configuration file must be created. The configuration file is

u ed to specify the models or units to be used for simulation. Different configurations
e usually used to specify different models. A configuration for a structural tsum

odel is shown in Figure 6.10 as an example.

Configuration files can be collected into a package. Two configuration packages
w re therefore created, a CONFIG-S package for structural descriptions of operators
a d a CONFIG-B package for behavioral descriptions of operators. The basic ele

ent models do not need configuration files because they have only one behavioral

a chitecture (the default configuration).

Summary
In this chapter VHDL models of multiple-valued CMCL elements and operators

h ve been discussed. Operator models can be easily designed by using element mod

el for structural descriptions or the operator functions declared in the OPERATOR

p ckage. The most important issue is therefore the element models specifically the

CONFIGURATIOI tsum_cfg OF tsum IS
FOR structural

FOR UO:pcm2 USE ENTITY WORK.pcm2(behavioral);
EID FOR;
FOR Ul:sink USE ENTITY WORK.sink(behavioral);
END FOR;
FOR U2:inv USE ENTITY WORK.inv(behavioral);
END FOR;
FOR U3:nsw USE ENTITY WORK.nsw(behavioral);
END FOR;
FOR U4:source USE ENTITY WORK.source(behavioral);
END FOR;
FOR US:psw USE ENTITY WORK.psw(behavioral);
END FOR;

EID FOR;
END tsum_cfg;

Figure 6.10 VHDL configuration file for model selection.



b directional switch models. A local relaxation algorithm was proposed. This algo
ri hm was tested by VHDL simulation as described in the next chapter.
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7. VHDL Simulation

During the development of a cell library cells must be verified through iterations

o various simulations until their function and timing are proved correct. To verify the

CL library and packages, all of the cells were simulated with VHDL simulations.

stated in Chapter 5 one of the advantages of using VHDL is design portability.

erefore, simulations were carried out with two VHDL simulators: Leapfrog and

V S. This chapter presents the simulation models, procedures, and results. Three

e amples are given to show how to use the CMCL library and packages. Comparison
b tween VHDL and HSPICE simulations was also made.

7 1 VHDL Simulation Models

To run VHDL simulation the first thing to do is to create simulation models. A

ulation model does two things. First, it instantiates the model to be verified.

S condly, it contains the input stimulus. As VHDL can be used effectively as a

st mulus language, it is interesting to take advantage of this feature. There are two

a proaches to create a VHDL simulation model; the test bench approach and the

ulation model approach [47].
The test bench approach has separate input stimulus entity and model instanti

at on entity, while the simulation model approach has the input stimulus and model

in tantiation merged into one entity. For example, to test the tsum operator, a stan

d rd stimulus is first given in a stimulus entity std_stim as shown in Figure 7.1. This

st mulus entity declares a std_stim with one OUT port outA. In the stimulus body
test vectors to be applied to the OUT port are declared. The force values and

e delay are determined by the GENERIC parameters, ts, dir, and scale. An
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stantiation entity tswn_sim, also shown in Figure 7.1, is then created to connect the

s imulus entity to the circuit under study, which is tsum in this case. When this test

b nch is simulated, vector1 and vector2 will provide stimulus to tswn, and tsum

ill respond to these stimuli and will send results to the output until exhaustion of

a I stimuli. It is possible to include assertions in the vectors to provide automatic test
f r proper circuit operation.

On the other hand, with the simulation model approach, the circuit under test and

e test vectors are combined into one VHDL entity. An example of this approach
is shown in Figure 7.2. When the simulation model is simulated processes vector1

a d vector2 provide stimuli to the component tsum labeled circuit, and the tsum

s nds results back to outA in responding to this stimulus. It should be noted that

ultiple driving signals are delivered to the circuit tsum through a single input.

Comparing the above two approaches, the test bench approach is better than the

ulation model approach if an input stimulus is used frequently. However, during
v rification of the CMCL library it is normal to change the input stimulus and observe

ulation results. Therefore, all the VHDL simulations were carried out using the

ulation model approach. Although not shown in the above figures it should be

n ted that each simulation file must start with a LIBRARY clause and a USE clause

s that the CMCL package and other packages are visible in design files.

Yet another way to give input stimulus is to use VHDL simulator vendors' pro

p ietary stimulus commands. For example, in the Leapfrog environments, the above

stimulus can be attained by the following script file [53, 54].
SET FORCE :inA = force(O.O) -AFTER 10 KS
SET FORCE :inA = force(-1.0) -AFTER 10 KS
SET FORCE :inB = force(-1.0) -AFTER 10 KS
SET FORCE :inB = force(-2.0) -AFTER 10 KS

H wever, despite the fact that VHDL is a standard hardware description language
w th good portability, it has also been pointed out in [53] that the IEEE Stan

d rd VHDL Language Reference Manual (LRM) is either ambiguous or incomplete
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EITITY std_stim IS
GENERIC ( ts : TIME := 10 ns; scale, dir : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( out! : OUT mvl_node := force(O.O) );

EID std_stim;

ARCHITECTURE stimulus OF std_stim IS
BEGII

outA <= force(O.O*dir) AFTER ts*scale ns;
force(1.0*dir) AFTER ts*(scale+l) ns,

force(O.O*dir) AFTER ts*(scale+9) ns;
END stimulus;

ENTITY tsum_sim IS END tsum_sim;

ARCHITECTURE instantiate OF tsum_sim IS
COMPONENT std_stim

GENERIC ( ts : TIME := 10 ns; scale, dir : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( out! : OUT mvl_node := force(O.O) );

END COMPONENT;
COMPONENT tsum
__ GENERIC ( wgt 1, wgt2 : REAL : = 1. 0 );
PORT ( inA: IN mvl_node := force(O.O);

outA : OUT mvl_node := 0.0 );
END COMPONENT;
SIGNAL inA, inB, outA : mVl_node;
BEGII

vectorl: std_stim GENERIC MAP ( ts => 10 ns

PORT MAP (inA);
vector2: std_stim GENERIC MAP ( ts => 20 ns

PORT MAP (inA);
circuit: tsum PORT MAP (inA, outA) ;

END instantiate;

Figure 7.1 An example of a VHDL simulation file using the
test bench approach.
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some areas. One of the issues that the LRM does not address is the overall hi-

e archical naming or simulator user interface. Significant variations exist between

HDL simulators of various vendors. Considering portability of simulation models,
t e proprietary stimulus commands were not used.

7.2 Functional Verification of CMCL Library
Based on the simulations models developed, the CMCL library was then verified

c 11 by cell. In order to test the portability of the VHDL packages the models were

EITITY tsum_sim IS EID tsum_sim;

ARCHITECTURE instantiate OF tsum_sim IS
COMPOIEIT tsum
__ GEIERIC ( vgtl, vgt2 : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT (inA IIOUT mvl_node := force(O.O);

outA : IIOUT mvl_node := force(O.O) );
EID COMPOIEIT;
SIGIAL inA, outA : mVl_node;

BEG III

circuit: tsum PORT MAP (inA, outA)
vectorl: PROCESS
BEGII

inA <= force(O.O);
inA <= force(1.0);

inA <= force(1.0);
WAIT;

EID PROCESS;
vector2: PROCESS
BEGII

inA <= force(O.O);
inA <= force(1.0);

inA <= force(1.0);
WAIT;

EID PROCESS;
EID instantiate;

WAIT FOR 10 ns;

WAIT FOR 10 ns;

WAIT FOR 10 ns;

WAIT FOR 20 ns;
WAIT FOR 20 ns;

WAIT FOR 20 ns;

Figure 7.2 An example of a VHDL simulation file using the
simulation model approach.
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v rified by two VHDL compilers and simulators: Leapfrog! and VSS2•

The flow diagram of Leapfrog simulation follows the VHDL conventions. First,
a model must be compiled by cv and elaborated by ev in HDL Desktop" [55]. The

H L Desktop is a graphical environment from which users can invoke various Ca

d nee or other design tools related to the HDL design methodology, such as the

V DL simulator, the Verilog simulator and the logic Synthesizer. After compilation
a d elaboration the model can then be simulated with Leapfrog [54]. Simulation

w veforms are displayable with cWaves [56].
All of the elements and operator were tested using Leapfrog. Figure 7.3 is the

ulation result of the literal operator 3.4 with the lower bound a = 1, the upper

und b = 3, and k = 2. In this figure Ina
__ i, Ina__d, and Ina

__
l represent input

n de current, node drive type, and node voltage (binary) respectively. Outa
__ i,

a ta
__d, and Outa

__l represent output node current, node drive type, and node

v ltage (binary) respectively.
Since base_current is set to 1.0, Ina__ i is the logic representation of input

c rrent while Outa
__
i is the logic representation of output current. It can be seen that

t e models work as expected, i.e., the output current is 0 when the input current is 0

a d the output current is 2 when input current is -1, -2, or -3 (Refer to Eq. 1.4). Recall
t at current out of an input is defined as being negative. Other trace shown (those
w th db in their names) in the figure are used for debugging purposes only.

7 2.2 VSS Simulation

VSS is the Synopsys integrated VHDL simulation system [57, 58]. The flow di

a ram of VSS is different from that of Leapfrog, and it does not follow the IEEE

1 Leapfrog is a trademark of Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
2VSS is a trademark of Synopsys, Inc.
3HDL Desktop is a trademark of Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
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HDL LRM error messages. In the VSS environment a VHDL model is converted

to a simulation database by the VHDL analyzer vhdlan together with a graphical
e ror browser gvan. The simulation database can then be simulated with the VHDL

d bugger vhdldbx or VHDL simulator vhdlsim. Output waveforms are displayable in

.3 Example: Electronic Neuron

The implementation of an electronic neuron [59, 60] can be divided into three

rts: input and weighting, net input, and output function. The following discussion

u es MVL circuits to implement this electronic neuron. The circuit realization of an

e ectronic neuron is shown in Figure 7.5. It should be noted that all current inputs
a d the current output are MVL signals. The controls to the bias circuits are binary

All of the elements and operator were also tested using VSS. Figure 7.4 is the VSS

s mulation result of the same VHDL model of the literal operator as the one used for

eapfrog simulation. In this figure inA. I, inA. 0, and inA. L represent input node
c rrent, node drive type, and node voltage (binary) respectively. outA. I, outA. 0, and
o tA. L represent output node current, node drive type, and node voltage (binary)
r spectively. Since base_current is set to 1.0, inA. I is the logic representation of

put current while outA. I is the logic representation of output current. As shown

the figure without changing any VHDL code, Leapfrog and VSS generate the same

A bidirectional current mirror (BCM) circuit is used to generate the weighted
puts [61]. The input weighting can be accomplished by varying the scaling factor

o current mirrors internal to the BCM architecture. There are three BCMs used

the design of the neurode. Since each BCM allows current to go into or out

o the input (i.e., excitatory or inhibitory input), it is possible to have a total of

3 3 ((2r - I? = 73) input combinations for the neurode. The inputs to the BCMs
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a e labeled XI, X2, and X3. For this example the weighting factors used were WI = 1/3,
= 5/3, and W3 = 1/1, respectively.
At the summing node, A, current can flow in two directions, either into or out of

e node. Bias circuits, implemented using constant elements PI and Nl, and switch

ci cuits Sl and S2, are also connected to the node. The control inputs to the bias

a e Xo+ and Xo- and are binary logic signals. The positive and negative bias circuits

p ovide a constant excitatory (sourcing) and inhibitory (sinking) current, respectively,
the summing node A. According to Kirchhoff's current law, Inet is the sum of all

e input currents. The actual value of Inet is also subject to conditions affecting the

c nnection, i.e., the threshold, N2•
Consider that a maximum of 0.510 current can flow through the threshold circuit,

. If the net input current Inet is greater than 0.510 the threshold N2 generates a

VDD VDD

P� PI

+IsXl II
- -

X�
X2 12 t.; y- - - -

A B

X3 13 X�- -

N�

Figure 7.5 Circuit realization of an electronic neurode.
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ary high signal and limits the current to 0.510; otherwise the device generates a

ary low signal. When Inet is more than 0.510, node B is binary high which turns

o the switch S3 and turns on the switch S4. The output, y, sources 110 = Is. When

1 et is less than 0.510 node B is binary low which turns on the switch S3 and turns

o the switch S4. The output, y, sinks 19•

The electronic neuron description was written in VHDL and compiled in the HDL

D sktop with the CMCL library. Leapfrog was then used to simulate the circuit. The

c aves output is shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7. In these figures Ina__ i corresponds
t the input current XI, Inb__ i corresponds to the input current X2, Inc__ i corre

s onds to the input current X3, Inet__ i corresponds to the net current Inet, Outa__ i

c rresponds to the NCM output current X9, and Outb
__
i corresponds to the PCM

o tput current XlO. As can be seen from the simulation results the electronic neuron

ctions as intended, and the internal currents are as expected.
Note that the base_current setting of the library has been set so that MVL logic

le els are displayed.

74 Summary
In this chapter, VHDL simulation of CMCL MVL circuits has been discussed.

A though circuit-level simulation, such as HSPICE simulation, provides good accu

ra y it is time consuming and not suitable for large designs. VHDL simulation can

c pensate for this drawback with much faster simulation.

The design examples contained in this chapter verify that the CMCL VHDL li

b ary allows the VHDL simulation of CMCL circuits. The simulation output is the

10 ic levels associated with the currents in the interconnection of the entities. HSPICE

w s used to confirm that the VHDL simulations were correct. The operation of the

ci cuits was also verified by importing the CMCL VHDL library into VSS and per

fo ming the simulations. All of the simulation results were functional equivalent.
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As the result of the development of EDA tools, design productivity in the VLSI

ci cuits has increased dramatically over the past decade. Logic synthesizers are crucial
to this success. The designers can describe the functionality of a system in HDL at the

re ister-transfer level and use synthesizers to map the system descriptions to different

te hnologies or produce circuits and layouts which are ready for fabrication. This

dern design methodology has enabled vastly improvement of design turnaround

8. Multiple-Valued Logic Synthesis

A variety of binary logic synthesizers are commercially available, such as Designer

alyzer", Autol.ogic", and Synergy". These synthesizers have been successfully used

in binary logic synthesis to automatically convert high-level descriptions written in

ei her VHDL or Veri log to gate-level descriptions or schematics. It has been proved
t at VHDL is applicable tomultiple-valued CMCL design in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7.

e steps from design entry and simulations in a design flow for multiple-valued
CL design are similar to those of binary logic designs. The only question yet to

so ve is the possibility of using a binary synthesizer for MVL synthesis. This chapter
pr sents the result of attempting the application of a commercial binary synthesizer
to MVL logic synthesis. The logic synthesizer used was Design Analyzer.

es.

8 1 Design Analyzer
Design Analyzer is the graphic interface to the Synopsys family of synthesis tools:

D sign Compiler, FPGA Compiler, VHDL Compiler, HDL Compiler for Verilog, Li-

1Design Analyzer is a trademark of Synopsys, Inc.
2AutoLogic is a trademark of Mentor Graphics, Inc.
3Synergy is a trademark of Cadence Design System, Inc.
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b ary Compiler, and Test Compiler [62]. Among these tools VHDL Compiler and

D sign Complier are potentially usable for MVL synthesis.
VHDL Compiler performs two functions, translating VHDL descriptions to Synop

s s internal database and optimizing to the structural representation through various

o timization methods. This representation is then read by Design Compiler to pro

ce an optimized gate-level design for a given technology. Design Compiler can also

r ad an existing technology-dependent gate-level description and then write it out as

a technology-independent VHDL description cooperating with VHDL Compiler [44].

8 2 Synthesis Library
Although logic synthesizers are the major tool in a synthesis design methodology,

a logic synthesizer itself is not of much practical use if synthesis libraries are not

p ovided. As shown in Figure 8.1, two synthesis libraries are usually required to

s nthesize VHDL designs, a technology library and a symbol library. A technology
rary is the functional description of cells and a symbol library is the graphical

r resentation of cells. More details about the symbol library and the technology

rary are described later.

In the Synopsys environment, a basic flow of synthesis library development is

Technology Synthesizer
Library n,

Netlist and/or

Symbol Schematic
Generation

-

Library

HDLor LJ Design

Netlist Input
Optimization

Synthesized and

Optimized
Netlist

Figure 8.1 Design flow using logic synthesizer.
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s own in Figure 8.2 [63]. The first step is to create the symbol library and the

hnology library in a text format. The Library Compiler can then be used to

tr nslate these libraries to Synopsys internal database format for synthesis. Design
A alyzer uses the compiled technology and symbol libraries to generate designs and

8 2.1 Technology Library
Technology databases contain the characteristics and functions of each cell in an

IC library. The Design Compiler use the information stored in the technology
d tabase to make synthesis decisions.

Figure 8.3 shows the structure of a technology library. A technology library is a

t file which contains the following information about a technology [63]:
1. Structural Information: Bus or pin connectivity of each cell to the external

ci cuits.

2. Functional Information: Logic function of each pin of each cell to be used

b Design Compiler to map the logic of a design to the actual ASIC technology.
3. Timing Information: Pin-to-pin timing relationships and delay calculation

in ormation for each cell.

4. Environmental Information: The fabrication process, operating tempera-

Technology Library
Text File - Compiled

Library -
Symbol and

Compiler Technology
Symbol Library ;; Database

Text File

Figure 8.2 Design flow of synthesis library development.
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Cell Descriptions
PinFunction Timing

Figure 8.3 Basic structure of technology library.

t re, supply voltage variations, and design layout.

Symbol Library
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Figure 8.4 shows the structure of a symbol library. A symbol library contains

formation about the graphic symbols that represent each cell in the technology li
b ary as well as information about special symbols, such as page borders and off-sheet

c nnectors. A symbol library also contains general information such as visibility, font,
li e width, and color. Design Analyzer uses this information to generate schematics of

d signs. There must be a default logic symbol in a symbol library so that the Design
alyzer will use it for cells without corresponding symbols in the symbol library.
e symbol library is not useful if there is no need of graphical representation of

s nthesized results.

8 3 Multiple-valued CMCL Synthesis Library
The key point that determines whether a synthesizer is applicable to behavioral

VL synthesis resides in the flexibility to add new synthesis rules. In view of this,
S nopsys DesignWare is a possible candidate for this purpose. Unfortunately, this



t 01 was not licenced during the research. None of the other tools were found capable
o being used for behavioral MVL synthesis.

Even though behavioral MVL synthesis was not successful, structural MVL syn

esis was not a problem because cells that do not have a function supplied in the

hnology library are left untouched during synthesis. Synthesis libraries for the

D sign Analyzer were therefore created and tested. The function of the MVL cells in

t e technology library were omitted so that the structural synthesis could be accom-

Symbol Library

General Descriptions
Visibility Font Line Width Color
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Symbol Descriptions
Drawings Area Orientation Pin

There are several ways to create a symbol library [63]. An approach shown in

Eigure 8.5 was used. First, symbols were created by using Cadence Composer. These

s mbols were then instantiated on a single schematic sheet and translated into an

E ectronic Design Interchange Format (EDIF) netlist. The EDIF netlist can be con

v rted by the Design Analyzer into a text format of the symbol library. This symbol

rary was finally converted into an internal synthesis symbol library. A technology
rary were also created. The technology library contains all of the corresponding

c Is in the symbol library. However, function descriptions were left blank.

Figure 8.4 Basic structure of a symbol library.



8 4 Examples: Electronic Neuron

In order to test the synthesis library, the structural VHDL description of an elec

tr nic neuron which was verified in Chapter 7 was used as an example. The synthesis
fo lows the procedure shown in Figure 8.1. First, the Design Analyzer reads in the

te hnology library and the symbol library when started. The VHDL description of

t e electronic neuron was then synthesized into a schematic using the VHDL Com

pi er. As function descriptions of cells in the technology library were left blank, the

D sign Compiler did not perform any optimization. The synthesized result is shown

in Figure 8.6. By carefully comparing Figure 8.6 with Figure 7.5 it can be found that

t e synthesized circuit structure is equivalent to the electronic neurode.
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85 Summary
In this chapter, the application of Design Analyzer for MVL synthesis has been

died. It is found that this synthesizer is usable for structural MVL synthesis,

., schematic generation. Behavioral MVL synthesis is not possible unless it allows

a ding MVL minimization rules. DesignWare may be used for this kind of purpose.

Composer

Create Symbols
EDIF

- -

Translator
Instantiate all

Symbols
in a Schematic

EDIF
Netlist

Figure 8.5 Design flow of symbols.
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dOlt.: 4,111/96

technology: n e e I ib sheet: 1 of 1

Figure 8.6 Structural synthesis of neurode VHDL descrip
tion.



9. Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis examined the major components and tools in a top-down approach
f r multiple-valued CMCL designs. First, the effects of submicron technology on

t e behavior of basic CMCL building blocks were simulated with HSPICE simulator.

S condly, the basic CMCL building blocks were tested on combinational MVL op

e ators. Thirdly, CMCL implementation of sequential MVL circuits was studied by
i corporating other building elements such as the dynamic current mirror. Fourthly,
a VHDL library and packages were developed for high-level simulation of multiple
v lued CMCL designs. Finally, the research concluded with an investigation on the

p ssibility of using commercially available synthesizers for MVL synthesis.

Conclusions

The performance of the existingmultiple-valued CMCL designs degrade with tran
si tors scaling. With 3jlm technology a typical transistor size is W:L = 3.0jlm: 3.0jlm
f r a simple current mirror or a base current source. Problems arise when the channel

le gth reduces to 2.0jlm with the ratio unchanged. For example, the simple current

irror is not capable of generating replicated current at the output. Constant el

e ents and threshold elements also lose their accuracy when working with those

el ments. Output current of a constant element is no longer proportional to channel

w dth as 1:1. In other words, if a constant with W:L = 2.0jlm: 2.0jlm can generate
2 jlA current, doubling the ratio to W:L = 4.0jlm: 2.0jlm does not give 40jlA current.

T e percentage error of MVL operators based on these building elements is from 20%

50%. This situation becomes even worse as device geometries shrink below 1.0jlm.

Investigation of these phenomena show that some assumptions made before are
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n t absolutely correct. For example, all of the basic elements were assumed working in

e saturation region, the ratio between drain current and channel width was assumed

be linear, resistance of each element was assumed small enough to not to affect

e range of operating current, and all elements were assumed to match one another.

hese assumptions, which did not cause any problem for 3J.lm technology, do not hold

f r submicron technology.

Reconsidering the operation of the basic elements found that:

• Simple current mirrors must be replaced with other types of current mirrors

such as cascode current mirrors.

• The total resistance of series-connected elements must be kept low enough to

attain a desirable current for a given power supply.

• The W:L ratio must be adjusted for each element so as to keep transistors

working in the saturation region.

• Mismatching among elements is not negligible.

As fine adjustments and complex calculations are usually not appreciated during
ci cuit design a simple estimation approach was proposed and successfully used to

d sign combinational MVL operators and other circuits.

To further improve the the min and max operators, a new circuit realization

s proposed. The new circuit provides better logic levels by eliminating the tdiff
o eration but is slower due to the operation of threshold elements.

A sequential MVL circuit, a quaternary CMCL counter cell, was used to construct

a -bit counter. The counter cell consists of three major components; cascode current

ultiplexer, quantizer, and dynamic current mirror. HSPICE simulation shows that

e CMCL counter functions correctly.

Development of a high-level simulator for multiple-valued CMCL simulation was

e core of this thesis. Instead of designing a simulator from scratch, the standard
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h rdware description language VHDL was used in spite of the widely held belief that

HDL cannot be used for analog simulation without extensions. Two versions of

t e CMCL library were proposed in this thesis, a simple version with the resolution

f nction working on MVL signals and a complex version with the resolution function

w rking on MVL nodes. The simple version is suitable for limited types of circuit

c nfigurations. The complex version provides more correct simulation results for most

o the CMCL circuits. Two key factors underlying the success of the complex version

a e the two-path parsing resolution function and the local relaxation algorithm for

Evaluation of binary logic synthesizers for behavioral MVL synthesis was not sue

c ssful. The synthesizer used for this evaluation was the Synopsys logic synthesizer.
Due to the inability to add MVL minimization rules in the technology library, the De

si n Compiler has no basis to do MVL synthesis. Despite this, the synthesizer can be

u ed for structural synthesis because cells without functions specified in the technol

o y library are untouched by the Design Compiler during synthesis and optimization.
A synthesis library for structural synthesis was presented in this thesis.

Future Work

Submicron and deep-submicron technology have become increasingly entrenched

the mainstream of chip manufacturing. Binary logic designers are accumulating
e perience in designing systems on these chips. Multiple-valued CMCL researchers

e more severe challenges than binary logic designers do since CMCL is not logic
r storing family. Much more effort should be put on the improvement of MVL devices,

simulators, minimization, and synthesis. Some future work is

1 Self-Restored MVL Circuits

Unlike VMCL binary circuits, CMCL circuits are not self-restoring due to the

li itation of the range of operating current and the nonlinear J-V characteristic of
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ic elements. The first factor can be eliminated by keeping the total input current

a node below the maximum current, but the second factor exists as a property of

e basic elements. Furthermore, with respect to the second factor, it can be seen

at the different elements cause different levels of the adverse effect. For example,
reshold elements cause little problem with logic levels. A constant element also

f nctions as a 'constant' current source in most cases. It is needless to say that the
ost annoying circuit behavior is the current mirror. Although a cascode current

irror provides much better signal integrity than a simple current mirror does, the
nal still deteriorates stage by stage. The overall performance of a CMCL system
be improved a lot if a self-restored current mirror is available.

A realization of this idea is the Multi-Step Function (MSF) MOSFET [64] with
a stair-like J-V curve. This device can be used as a current mirror or as a single
tr nsistor quantizer to construct robust multiple-valued CMCL circuits. However,
t e MSF MOSFET prototype is quite large at 500pmx500pm and fabrication of this

d vice requires process modification. Also, lack of a SPICE model for the MSF MOS

F T means that it cannot be simulated by using SPICE without using an equivalent
ci cuit. Despite this, following this idea could create a path to self-restored MVL

ci cuits.

2. Fast Threshold

Thresholds are used very often in combinational or sequential MVL designs. Yet
t is element causes the major delay compared with the other elements. It is therefore

d sirable to have a fast threshold. It is believed that a faster threshold could be

at ained by using BiCMOS technology. Sasaki et al. [28] has conducted some HSPICE

si ulations on the performance of 1.5V BiCMOS current-mode elements. According
to their simulations the fall time delay of BiCMOS threshold is about 20ns, and the

ri e time delay is from 20ns to 45ns. There is no significant improvement of the
t reshold as researchers had expected before. Further research is believed necessary.



3 Sequential Logic Elements

The overall performance of sequential CMCL circuits resides in the quantizer.
ideal DCM could be used to construct a current latch without the quantizer.

erefore, further research on the DCM could result in a better sequential CMCL

d sign. A number of ways were proposed in the past to improve the DCM. Again,
t e MSF MOSFET can benefit sequential MVL designs in two ways. First, the MSF

t nsistor is a better alternative to a general MOSFET as a DCM. Secondly, transistor
n mbers are significantly reduced if the quantizer is replaced with a MSF MOSFET.

4 Improvements of the CMCL Library
The CMCL library has undergone a number of refinements and is being improved

o a continuing basis. The next step is to refine the CMCL VHDL library by incorpo
r ting better debugging and performance. An item of major concern in this process

is to add in the capability of post-layout simulation by using VITAL compliant or
n n-VITAL Standard Delay Format (SDF) [53,54]. As well, Monte Carlo simulation

c n be built in the library by using the Random Number package normally used for

r iabilityanalysis.
5. VHDL-AMS: IEEE-I076.1

IEEE-1076 is designed for the description and simulation of digital systems. With

in reasing demand of mixed-signal simulation the IEEE 1076.1 Working Group is

c rrently defining a superset to incorporate analog and mixed-signal extensions to

I EE-1076 standard. This VHDL superset is informally called VHDL-AMSI. For

t e time being, the IEEE 1076.1 Working Group has selected a single proposal from

J de [65, 66, 67] and Opal [68] proposals to develop the first draft of the VHDL-AMS
L M.
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Modeling and simulation of multiple-valued CMCL circuits could be easier by
u ing VHDL-AMS. For example, according to the new standard PORT, could be

IThe acronym "AMS" in turn stands for Analog and Mixed-Signal
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u ed to transfer both voltage and current information. In other word, with VHDL

MS, there would be no need to define a new aggregate type such as mvl_node in

e CMCL package for a node containing both voltage and current information. This

plies that global relaxation algorithms for analog simulation must be incorporated
a VHDL-AMS simulator This also implies that bidirectional switch model could

very simple. In view of these features, the CMCL library and packages should be

odified once VHDL-AMS simulators are available.

6 SPICE Macromodeling
Although VHDL is chosen for high-level simulation of multiple-valued CMCL

d sign, it is not intended to replace circuit-level simulations with it. Circuit-level

si ulators such as SPICE are useful tools for more accurate prediction of circuit be

h vior. However, two major problems retard the use of SPICE simulation for CMCL

ci cuit; slow simulation speed and lack of simulation models. These two problems
c n be solved by development of simple and accurate higher level functional blocks,
acromodels. The macromodeling technique has been discussed in the past [69].

U ing SPICE with macromodels of MVL operators is another option for high level

ulation of multiple-valued CMCL designs.
7 Physical Layout and Fabrication

HSPICE simulations proved that the MVL operators designed based upon the

e timation to the W:L ratios of elements work as expected. It is desirable to get
t ose circuits fabricated with Mitel Lbu CMOS technology or Nortel O.8Jlm BiCMOS

t chnology and test their performance.
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Appendix A. Simple CMCL Package

PACKAGE cmcl IS

COISTAIT radix
COIlSTAIT nret

COISTAlT pref
COISTAIT base_current
COIlSTAIlT debug

REAL;
REAL;
REAL;
REAL;
BOOLEAN;

SUBTYPE mvl_uvalue IS REAL RANGE -1000.0 TO +1000.0;

TYPE mvl_uvector IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF mvl_uvalue;
FUIlCTIOIl mresolved ( s : mvl_uvector) RETURN mvl_uvalue;
SUBTYPE mvl_value IS mresolved mvl_uvalue;
TYPE mvl_vector IS ARRAY ( IlATURAL RANGE <> ) OF mvl_value;

EID cmcl;
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Appendix B. Complex CMCL Package

LIBRARY IEEE;
USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL, IEEE.std_logic_textio.ALL, STD.textio.ALL;

PACKAGE cmcl IS

CONSTANT radix

CONSTANT nref
CONSTAIT pref
CONSTANT base_current

TYPE

TYPE
real_vector
int_vector

CONSTANT max_branch

SUBTYPE
. weight

TYPE weight_vector

SUBTYPE sw_status

SUBTYPE voltage

SUBTYPE mvl_value
TYPE mvl_vector

SUBTYPE mvl_logic
TYPE mvl_lvector

SUBTYPE mvl_db_vector
TYPE index_vector

TYPE mvl_drive

REAL;

REAL;
REAL;
REAL;

IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF REAL;
IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF INTEGER;

INTEGER := 10;

IS REAL RANGE 0.0 TO radix+1.0;
IS ARRAY ( 0 TO max_branch-1 ) OF weight;

IS INTEGER RANGE -2 TO max_branch-1;

IS REAL;

IS REAL RANGE -1000.0 TO +1000.0;
IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF mvl_value;

IS INTEGER RANGE -1000 TO +1000;
IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF mvl_logic;

IS mvl_vector ( 0 TO max_branch-1 );
IS ARRAY ( 0 TO max_branch-1 ) OF INTEGER;

IS ( unknown, resolved, force, ncmin,
ncmout, pcmin, pcmout, nth,
pth, swg, swio, bin

) ;

TYPE mvl_drive_vector IS ARRAY ( 0 TO max_branch-1 ) OF mvl_drive;
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TYPE mvl_unode IS RECORD
I mvl_value;
V voltage;
W weight;
DBD mvl_drive_vector;
BR mvl_db_vector;
I IJATURAL ;

EID RECORD;

L std_logic;
D mvl_drive;
DB mvl_db_vector;
DBW weight_vector;
SW sw_status;

TYPE mvl_unode_vector IS ARRAY ( IATURAL RAIGE <> ) OF mvl_unode;

FUICTIOI truncR ( s mvl_value ) RETURI mvl_value;
FUICTIOI roundR ( s mvl_value ) RETURI mvl_value;
FUBCTIOI dr2str ( d mvl_drive ) RETURI STRIIG;

FUICTIOI mresolved ( s mvl_unode_vector ) RETURI mvl_unode;

SUBTYPE

TYPE
mvl_node IS mresolved mvl_unode;
mvl_node_vector IS ARRAY ( BATURAL RABGE <> ) OF mvl_node;

COBSTAIT initDB mvl_db_vector
:= ( o TO max_branch-l => 0.0 ) ;
: mvl_drive_vector
:= ( o TO max_branch-l => unknown ) ;
: weight_vector
:= ( o TO max_branch-l => 0.0 ) ;

COBSTABT initDBD

COBSTAIT initDBW

COBSTAIT initlODE : mvl_unode
:= ( 0.0, 'Z', 0.0, resolved, 1.0, initDB,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 );

FILE debug_file TEXT IS OUT "./debug.out";

PROCEDURE writenode ( s II mvl_unode; header: IB STRIBG );

EBD cmcl;



Appendix C. TIMING Package

LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY CMCL; USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL;

PACKAGE timing IS

TYPE time_vector IS ARRAY ( NATURAL RANGE <> ) OF TIME;

FUNCTION mdelay ( oldlv. newly : mvl_value;
tdl0. td20. td30.
tdOl. td21. eaai ,

td02. td12. td32.
td03. td13. td23 : TIME )

FUNCTION mdelay ( oldlv. newly : mvl_value;
td : time_vector )

RETURN TIME;

RETURN TIME;

FUNCTION bin2int (s: std_logic_vector ) RETURN INTEGER;
FUNCTION checkx (s: std_logic_vector ) RETURN BOOLEAN;
FUNCTION delay ( newly : std_logic;

tdOl. tdl0 : TIME) RETURN TIME;
FUNCTION int2bin (int: INTEGER;

bit_length : NATURAL RETURN std_logic_vector;
FUNCTION zdelay (oldlv. newly : std_logic;

tdOl. tdl0. tdzO. tdzl. tdOz. tdlz : TIME)
RETURN TIME;

FUNCTION maxtime (tl. t2 : TIME RETURN TIME;

FUNCTION real2int (n REAL)
FUNCTION int2real (n INTEGER)

RETURN INTEGER:
RETURN REAL;

END timing;
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Appendix D. UTILITY Package

LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL, STD.textio.ALL;
LIBRARY CMCL; USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL;

PACKAGE utility IS

FUlfCTIOlf force ( m mvl_value ) RETURlf mvl_node;
FUlfCTIOlf force ( 1 std_logic ) RETURlf mvl_node;

FUlfCTIOlf force ( m mVl_value; 1 std_logic ) RETURlf mvl_node;
FUlfCTIOI force ( m mvl_value; d mvl_drive ) RETURlf mvl_node;
FUlfCTIOI force ( 1 std_logic; d mvl_drive ) RETURlf mvl_node;

FUlfCTIOI force ( m mvl_value; 1 std_logic; d mvl_drive )
RETURI mvl_node;

FUlfCTIOI force ( m mvl_value; 1 std_logic; d mvl_drive; w : REAL )
RETURI mvl_node;

COlfSTAlfT fO mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTAlfT pO mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB , 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTUT p1 mvl_node .- ( 1.0, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

CONSTAIT p2 mvl_node := ( 2.0., 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTUT p3 mvl_node .- ( 3.0, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTAlfT nO mvl_node := ( -O.O, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB ,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;
COlfSTAlfT n1 mvl_node .- ( -1.0, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;
COlfSTAlfT n2 mvl_node .- ( -2.0, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;
COlfSTAlfT n3 mvl_node .- ( -3.0, 'X' , 0.0, force, 0.0, initDB,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;
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COISTUT swonO mvl_node .- ( 0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, swio, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 1, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT swxO mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'X' , 0.0, swio, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, -1, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT swoffO mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, swio, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT incmO mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, ncmin, 1.0, initDB ,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;
COISTAIT ipcmO mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, pcmin, 1.0, initDB,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTUT ncmO mvl_node .- ( -0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, ncmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT ncm1 mvl_node := ( -1.0, 'z' , 0.0, ncmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT ncm2 mvl_node .- ( -2.0, 'Z' , 0.0, ncmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT ncm3 mvl_node := ( -3.0, 'Z' , 0.0, ncmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pcmO mvl_node .- ( 0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, pcmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pcm1 mvl_node := ( 1.0, 'Z' , 0.0, pcmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pcm2 mvl_node := ( 2.0, 'z' , 0.0, pcmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pcm3 mvl_node .- ( 3.0, 'z' , 0.0, pcmout, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT nthO mvl_node := ( -0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, nth, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT nthOh mvl_node := ( -0.5, 'z' , 0.0, nth, 0.5, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT nth1 mvl_node := ( -1.0, 'z' , 0.0, nth, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT nth1h mvl_node := ( -1.5, 'z' , 0.0, nth, 1.5, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

CONSTAIT nth2 mvl_node .- ( -2.0, 'Z' , 0.0, nth, 2.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT nth2h mvl_node := ( -2.5, 'z' , 0.0, nth, 2.5, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT nth3 mvl_node .- ( -3.0, 'z' , 0.0, nth, 3.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT nth3h mvl_node := ( -3.5, 'z' , 0.0, nth, 3.5, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;
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COISTAIT pthO mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pthOh mvl_node := ( 0.6, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 0.6, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pth1 mvl_node := ( 1.0, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 1.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pth1h mvl_node := ( 1.6, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 1.6, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pth2 mvl_node := ( 2.0, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 2.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pth2h mvl_node := ( 2.6, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 2.6, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pth3 mvl_node .- ( 3.0, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 3.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT pth3h mvl_node .- ( 3.6, 'Z' , 0.0, pth, 3.6, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT bI mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'Z' , O. 0 ,unknown, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT bU mvl_node .- ( 0.0, 'U' , 0.0, bin, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT bX mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'X' , 0.0, bin, ,0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COISTAIT bO mvl_node .- ( 0.0, '0' , 0.0, bin, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTAIT b1 mvl_node := ( 0.0, '1' , 0.0, bin, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTAlfT bZ mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'Z' , 0.0, bin, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTAIT bW mvl_node := ( 0.0, 'W' , 0.0, bin, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTAlfT bL mvl_node .- ( 0.0, 'L' , 0.0, bin, 0.0, initDB,
initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

COlfSTAlfT bH mvl_node .- ( 0.0, 'H' , 0.0, bin, 0.0, initDB ,

initDBD, initDBW, initDB, 0, 1 ) ;

ElfD utility;



Appendix E. ELEMENT Package

LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL, STD.textio.ALL;
LIBRARY CMCL; USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL, CMCL.utility.ALL;

PACKAGE element IS

TYPE mvl_vec2 IS ARRAY ( 0 TO 1 ) OF mvl_value;
TYPE int_vec2 IS ARRAY ( 0 TO 1 ) OF INTEGER;
TYPE boolean_vec2 IS ARRAY ( 0 TO 1 ) OF BOOLEAN;

FUNCTIOX snIt ( wgt REAL ) RETURX mvl_unode;
FUXCTIOX src ( wgt REAL ) RETURR mvl_unode;
FUNCTION ncm ( inA mvl_value; wgt REAL ) RETURR mvl_unode;
FUNCTIOR pcm ( inA mVl_value; wgt REAL ) RETURN mvl_unode;
FUNCTIOR nsw ( ctrl : mvl_node; inA mvl_node ) RETURR mvl_unode;
FUNCTION psw ( ctrl : mVl_node; inA mvl_node ) RETURR mvl_unode;
FUNCTIOI nth ( wgt REAL ) RETURR mvl_unode;
FUNCTIOR pth ( wgt : REAL ) RETURN mvl_unode;

FURCTIOI sw_getid (s, i
FUICTIOX sw_getindex ( s, i

IITEGER

IITEGER

RETURN IITEGER;
RETURN IITEGER;

PROCEDURE nsw (SIGNAL ctrl, ioA, ioB

VARIABLE new_ioA, ne�_ioB
PROCEDURE psw (SIGIAL ctrl, ioA, ioB

VARIABLE new_ioA. new_ioB

II mvl_node;
INOUT mvl_node );
II mvl_node;
INOUT mvl_node );

FUNCTION sum ( inA, inB : mvl_value ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTIOI snk ( vref : REAL; wgt : REAL ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTIOI src ( vref : REAL; wgt : REAL ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTIOI ncm ( inA mvl_value; wgt : REAL ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTIOX pcm ( inA mvl_value; wgt : REAL ) RETURN mvl_value;
FURCTION nsw ( inA mvl_value; ctrl : std_logic RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTION psw ( inA mvl_value; ctrl : std_logic RETURI mvl_value;
FUNCTION nth ( inA mvl_value; wgt REAL ) RETURN std_logic;
FUNCTION pth ( inA mvl_value; wgt : REAL ) RETURN std_logic;
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FUICTIOI sum (
FUICTIOI snIt (
FUIICTIOIl src (
FUIICTIOIl ncm (
FUIICTIOIl pcm (
FUICTIOI nsw (

FUICTIOI psw (

FUICTIOI nth (
FUICTIOI pth (

END element;

inA, inB : mvl_vector )
vref : REAL; wgt : real_vector )
vref : REAL; wgt : real_vector )
inA mvl_value; wgt real_vector)
inA : mvl_value; wgt : real_vector )
inA : mvl_vector;
ctrl : std_logic_vector )
inA : mvl_vector;
ctrl : std_logic_vector )
inA mvl_vector; wgt real_vector
inA : mvl_vector; wgt : real_vector
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RETURI mvl_vector;
RETURN mvl_vector;
RETURN mvl_vector;
RETURN mvl_vector;
RETURI mvl_vector;

RETURN mvl_vector;

RETURN mvl_vector;
RETURN std_logic_vector;
RETURI std_logic_vector;



Appendix F. OPERATOR Package

LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY CHCL; USE CHCL.cmcl.ALL;

PACKAGE operator IS

FUNCTION min ( inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURN mvl_unode;
FUNCTION max ( inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURN mvl_unode;
FUNCTION tsum ( inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURN mvl_unode;
FUNCTION ltrl ( inA : mvl_node;

I, u, k : REAL ) RETURN mvl_unode;
FUNCTION ltrlb ( inA : mvl_node;

I, u, k : REAL ) RETURN mvl_unode;
FUNCTION cyc ( inA mvl_node; m REAL ) RETURN mvl_unode;
FUNCTION cycb ( inA : mvl_node; m REAL ) RgTURN mvl_unode;

FUNCTION min ( inA, inB mvl_value ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTION max ( inA, inB mvl_value ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTION tsum ( inA, inB mvl_value ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTION ltrl ( inA, I, u, k : mvl_value ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTION ltrlb ( inA, I, u, k : mvl_value ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTION cyc ( inA mvl_value; m REAL ) RETURN mvl_value;
FUNCTION cycb ( inA : mvl_value; m : REAL ) RETURN mVl_value;

FUNCTION min ( inA, inB mvl_vector ) RETURN mvl_vector;
FUNCTION max ( inA, inB mvl_vector ) RETURN mvl_vector;
FUNCTION tsum ( inA, inB mvl_vector ) RETURN mvl_vector;
FUNCTION 1trl ( inA, I, u , k : mvl_vector RETURN mvl_vector;
FUNCTION ltrlb ( inA, I, u , k : mvl_vector RETURN mvl_vector;
FUNCTION cyc ( inA : mvl_vector;

m: real_vector ) RETURN mvl_vector;
FUNCTION cycb ( inA : mvl_vector;

m: real_vector ) RETURN mvl_vector;
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FUICTIOI "and" (
FUICTIOI "nand" (
FUICTIOI "or" (
FUICTIOI "nor" (
FUICTIOI "xor" (
FUICTIOI xnor (
FUICTIOI "not" (

EID operator;
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inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURI mvl_unode;
inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURI mvl_unode;
inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURI mvl_unode;
inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURI mvl_unode;
inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURI mvl_unode;
inA, inB mvl_node ) RETURI mvl_unode;
inA : mvl_node ) RETURN mvl_unode;



Appendix G. MLIB Package

LIBRARY IEEE; USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY CMCL;
USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL, CMCL.element.ALL, CMCL. operator. ALL, CMCL.utility.ALL;

EXTITY ncml IS

GEIERIC ( wgt : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( inA: IIOUT mvl_node := incmO; outA IIOUT mvl_node );

EID ncml;

EITITY ncm2 IS

GEIERIC ( wgtl, wgt2 : REAL .- 1.0 );
PORT ( inA: IIOUT mvl_node := incmO; outA, outB IIOUT mvl_node );

EID ncm2;

EITITY ncm3 IS

GEIERIC ( wgtl, wgt2, wgt3 : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( inA: IIOUT mvl_node := incmO; outA, outB, outC IIOUT mvl_node );

EID ncm3;

EITITY nsw IS

PORT ( ctrl : IIOUT mvl_node := force(O.O,'Z',swg);
ioA. ioB : IIOUT mvl_node := initlODE );

EID nsw;

EITITY pcml IS

GEIERIC ( wgt : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( inA: INOUT mvl_node .- ipcmO; outA IIOUT mvl_node );

EID pcml;

EITITY pcm2 IS

GEIERIC ( wgtl, wgt2 : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( inA: IIOUT mvl_node .- ipcmO; outA, outB IIOUT mvl_node );

EID pcm2;

EITITY pcm3 IS

GENERIC ( wgtl, wgt2, wgt3 : REAL := 1.0 );
PORT ( inA: IIOUT mvl_node := ipcmO; outA, outB, outC IIOUT mvl_node );

EID pcm3;
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EITITY psw IS

PORT ( ctrl : IIOUT mvl_node := force(O.O.'Z'.swg);
ioA. ioB : IIOUT mvl_node := initlODE );

EID psw;

EITITY sink IS

GEIERIC ( wgt : REAL := 1.0);
PORT ( s : IIOUT mvl_node );

EID sink;

EITITY source IS

GEIERIC ( wgt : REAL := 1.0);
PORT ( s : IIOUT mvl_node );

EID source;



Appendix H. BLIB Package

LIBRARY IEEE;
USE IEEE.std_logic_1164.ALL;
LIBRARY CMCL;
USE CMCL.cmcl.ALL, CMCL.element.ALL, CMCL. operator. ALL, CMCL.utility.ALL;

EITITY and2 IS

port ( inA, inB IIOUT mvl_node; outA IIOUT mvl_node := bU);
EID and2;

EITITY inv IS

PORT ( inA : II mvl_node := bZ; outA OUT mvl_node := bZ);
EID inv;

EITITY nand2 IS

port ( inA, inB II mvl_node; outA OUT mvl_node := bU);
EID nand2;

EITITY nor2 IS

port ( inA, inB II mvl_node; outA OUT mvl_node := bU);
EID nor2;

EITITY or2 IS

port ( inA, inB IIOUT mvl_node; outA IIOUT mvl_node := bU);
EID or2;

EITITY xnor2 IS

port ( inA, inB IIOUT mvl_node; outA IIOUT mvl_node := bU);
EID xnor2;

EITITY xor2 IS

port ( inA, inB IIOUT mvl_node; outA IIOUT mvl_node := bU);
EID xor2;
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